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Serials'74: A Review
H. W. Herr,
Serials Librarian
TexasAbMUniaersity
College Station

CONTTNUED To BE BORN, die, merge,
-I\|,9"t4:-tIRIAL.TITLES
splrt, anct experience all possibre combinations of the
above. priies
rose, discounts died, catalogmg changed, literature
proliferated, conferences enlightened, and awards derighGd. serials and serials
activity seem
to be in a state of flux at the ena of the year, promising
substantial activity in the year to come, especially in the areas of cataioging
and computerizing.
Economics
serial prices continue their steady climb, and with postar increases
tief is in sight. The annual Library
ercent increase in prices over 1973,
117.71 and the average serial service
some of the prices from the Z/ sursquin in his three-year comparative
eport an overall average in Library
of $26.56 in a communication with
Lhan LJ's gl7.Zl average. More speect areas, as follow:
Subject
Clasquin
LI
Chemistry
Physics
Engineering
Education
Medicine
Business
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42.52
13.92
42.09
16.56

24.38
12.64
36.31
13.90

.
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flO, or approximately $25.
The point of comparison of figures such as the above is not that one
set is more accurate than the oth6r, but rather that there are significant

data.
SerialsLiterature

unnumbered series. Cross'references are provided' The catalql is published in three quarterly issues and an annual cumulation at an annual

ment, study it, and attemPt to follow its suggestio
In a different vein, tire LARC Association has initiated several new
series on automated control systems in libraries, including acqgisitions,
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cataloging, circulation, and serials. The Computerized Serials SystemsSeries first appeared in 1973, and now consists of four numbers, each devoted to a specific serials system and written or edited by a person directly affiliated with the project reported.e To date, the series has reported the Clarion State College system, the University of California,
San Diego system, the University of Louisville system, and the Purdue
serials catalog system. Each monogtaph runs 70 to 100 pages, and gives
an adequate documentation of the system described. For libraries planning in-house development of a serials system, this is a valuable source
of data.
The LARC Association has also issued the proceedings of its Institute on Automated Serials Systemsof May 1973.2The volume includes
inlormation on the National Serials Data Program, on "Management
Problems of the Network Manager," on the "SERLINE" (SERials onLINE) data base developed to provide accessto bibliographic and locator
data for serials held by libraries in the Regional Medical Library Network of the National Library of Medicine, on the University of California, San Diego system, and four papers on the PHILSOM (Periodl
ical Holdings in Library School of Medicine) Network, an automated
record control systemcurrently used by sevenlibraries.
Two relatively recent doctoral dissertations which have not been
previously noted may be of interest. Runkle surveys the existing automated serials control systems,and Johnson provides a valuable survey of
the organization and methods oI serials handling in serials departments
of forty-eight university libraries.s
Another academic paper not previously reported is Shedd's "Handbook of Serials in Selected European Languages."e Although this thesis
contains much general information,'its prirnary value lies in the calendars which provide ready referenae to days of the week and written
numbers in the various languages covered, and hints on how to interpret
items on title pages in fourteen European languages, as well as guides
to the identification of each language. An index leads from foreign
words to English translation. This work is extremely helpful in aiding
personnel lacking language skills to identify language, dates, editions,
numbering, etc., of foreign serials.
Early in 1974 appeared the Association of Research Libraries-sponsored study by Palrner, Bellasai and Gray on access to periodical resources.r0This important study, which deserves wide attention, examines three alternatives for accessand proposes that a single new facility
with a comprehensive periodical collection offers the best long-term solution to access.Operational details fof such a center and methods of financial support are suggested.
A third edition of. International Subscription Agents appeared in
l974.rr This edition lists 177 agents offering services to over 100 countries or areas. The directory is annotated, and gives mailing address, area
of coverage, materials handled, services offered, business data, and special notes. "Library response" is given for each agent, specifying the
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adequacy of the agenr's service. A geographical index provides accessby

research in its area of coverage.
A third supplement to Bler's Titles in S,eries appeared in 1974, adding additionuf i.tn to that useful work.ls Bowker issued a supplement
to"Magorines for Librarl'es, increasing the coverage of that selection tool

first issue due to apPear sometime in 1975.18
Title Varies
There has been too little in recent years for serials librarians to
laugh about (or even grin at), but now Dave Taylor of Michigal state
University has given ,ri u ,o.r... of a few chuckles, along with the serious intent of his brainchildren, Title varies and "The worst serial
Title change of the Year."re Title varies is ,published six times per
year, and feitures articles on title changes, cataloging, su.bscription rates,
a roster of "awful title changes," letters, and other miscellaneous ma'
terial.. Title varies ofiers seiials librarians a focal point, something
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to United States Goaernrnent Manual, and the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers for "a host of title changes." The award went
to Williams & Wilkins for the change trom International Journal of
Obstetrics and, Gynecology to Internatiomal Journal of Gynecology and
Obstetrics. The award consisted of a certificate for the winner and runners-up, and the symbolic award, a thumbs-down fist emerging from a
worn and tattered volume of Nezo SerialsTitles.
Title Varies, at only $2 per year, is a bargain all serials librarians will
want.
Conf erencesand Institutes
During 1974 several institutes and conferences of note for serials librarians took place. In May, the LARC Association sponsored an Institute on Serial Data Basesin Quebec. The institute focused on Canadian
developments in the serial field, and included papers on the Cooperative
Union Serial System (CUSS) project, on Computerized Access to Periodicals and Serials at University Laval (CAPSUL), on the University of
Victoria Library's use of MARC-II Serials, and on serials developments
at the National Library of Canada and the Natural Sciences Library.
Proceedingsof this institute are scheduled to be published in 1975.
In early July, the Library of Congress and the Resources and Technical Services Division/Serials Section cosponsored a serials workshop at
the library. The workshop included presentations on serials processing
at LC, national and international developments, MARC-Serials, and descriptive cataloging. Following each presentation was an ample question
and answer session. Tours of various LC operations were provided, including the Serial Division, New Serial Titles, the National Serials Data
Program, the Card Division, and others. Over 200 attendees found the
workshop of particular value in clarifying some LC procedures and decisions. The workshop was repeated in October', primarily for librarians
in the immediate vicinity of LC.
The Annual Conference of ALA in New York included several
meetings for serials librarians. The program meeting of the RTSD Serials Section was a joint meeting with the Cataloging and Classification
Section and focused on cataloging rules changes for serials and their implications. An excellent summary of this meeting has been published.2o
In addition to the program meeting, various committees of the Serials
Section met, including both the Large and Medium-sized Research Libraries discussion groups, and the committees on the duplicate exchange
union and on manually maintained serials records. Finally, an ad hoc
committee on Regional Serials Workshops was appointed.
In October, the Information Science and Automation Division of
ALA and the American Society for Information Science cosponsored an
institute on "Automated Serials Control: National and International
Considerations,". with discussions of cataloging rules changes, international cooperative systems, a review of serials systems, and a paper by
Fasana on the impact of these developments on both technical and pub-
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lic services, in which he raises serious questions about CONSER and
other cooperative efiorts.2l
Copyright
The problem of copyright as related to library photocopy practices
continues to be a major concern of the library and publishing world.
The Williams & Wilkins case was appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court,
with no resolution as of the end of the year.
The United States is not alone in this concern over copyright. Both
France and Australia have seen court action on copyright matters. In
France, a casesimilar to the Williams & Wilkins casewas decided for the
copyright holders, and in a similar case in Australia the finding was
against the library.z2 A survey of European practice by Lottman reveals
a widespread trend toward protecting authors and publishers from library use of photocopying.rt Whether these cases and their precedents
will have any bearing on U.S. eopyright casesand law is open to question, but they do indicate a trend in the worldwide copp'ight situation
and may have their efiects on international copyright agreements.
Returning to the United States,Congresshas voted the establishment
of a National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted
Works, which shall "make recommendations as to such changes in copyright law or procedurqs that may be necessary to assure for such purposes access to copyrighted works, and to provide recognition of the
rights of copyright owners." The thirteen-member commission is to present a preliminary report to the president and Congress in one year, and
a final report in three yearc.2a
Alternatives to photocopying are beginning to appear. Dockler reports on two such alternatives: an extension of the fnstitute of Scientific Information's Original Article Tear Sheet System (OATS) and McGraw-Hill's on-line service for National Technical Information Service
(NTIS) documents.26 Cost and coverage seem to be the two major questions about systems such as these, espeeially for research libraries where
demand may be high, but these systemsmay well be the model for future accessto copyrighted material.
Cataloging
Although the revision of chapter 7 of the Anglo-Arnerican Cataloging Rules (AACR) will require at least two years, serial cataloging was
not static during 1974. The continuing international developments in
both the cataloging and serials area are making themselvesfelt, as is the
publication of the revised chapter 6 of.AACR.za
The most significant change during the year related to the new Library of Congress practice for generic title for serials: "If the title of
a serial consistssolely of a generic term, that term is followed by the author statement. The two elements are separated by a space-hyphensP"ce."27
Of particular interest to serial catalogers will be the /SBD(S): Inter-

.
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Ohio CollegeLibrary Center

Potential users should note that the ocLC serials system has no provision at tbis point for fiscal management. This a$pect of control is a
function of the OCLC "Technical processing" .ystem, which may be
ready for testing in late 1975.
As mentioned below, ocLC will be the host for the coNSER file of
serials data. Thus far, the precise relationships berween ocLC serials
data, coNSER serials data, and MARC-seriils input have not been
made clear.
CONSER

coNSER's goal is to convert 200,000 records to machine-readabre form
in two years. The coNSER file will be housed and maintained by
ocLC, following the finalization of conrracts by both ocLC and the
Council on Library Resourcesin December 1g74.

one_,question which requires an early answer is that of availability
of the file to the library world. In what manner will accessto coNSER
records be provided to non-OCLC libraries?
In Summary
The year past has seen a great deal of serials activity, and several sig-
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nificant developments, but in many ways "the past is prelude" to even
more significant developments in the future. Copyright, CONSER, and
cataloging seem to be the prime candidates for the l9?5 limelight, and
each has the potential to initiate major changes in the serials librarian's
world.
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GUIDELINES

FOR USE /N CONSIDEHING
SERVICES

COMMERCIAL

(8) What methods of shipment, invoicing, reporting, and handling of the inevitable problems are ofiered by the vendor?
For a copy of the tentative guidelines and further information on the work
of the committee, address Dallas R. Shawkey, Chairman, Commercial processing
Services Committee, c,/o Technical Services Center, Brooklyn public Library,
109 Montgomery St., Brooklyn, NY 11225.
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1974
Micrographics
Canr,M. SreuLoINc
Program Officer
Resources
Council on Library
'lilashington,
D.C.
and

T"*E;:;:;
Urban trnstitute Library
Iilashington, D.C.

Introduction

the growth of fungus on fiIm'
Wnite the virtues of microforms were often overstated by salesmen
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are influential in the COM industry. It seems inevitable that more and
more libraries will find it advantageous to join, on an application-by-upplication basis, the conversion from paper to microforms as these developments continue.
Less fortunate consequences of the worsening economic situation
have occurred in federal government programs. In one instance, the National Institute of Education (NIE)" acting on the recommendation of
a lowbudget investigation inro nonlibrary experience with diazo and
vesicular film, decided to allow bidders on the Educational Resourcesrnformation Center (ERIC) contract to propose nonsilver microfiche in
order to hold down the price of the fiche collection.a The National
Technical Information Service (NTIS) reacred in the other direction
when it announced major increases in the prices it charges for both fiche
and hard copy of its reports.s Perhaps this increase was the economic
justification for McGraw-Hill's decision to market the NTIS materials
at similar prices.
A major controversy growing out of the financial plight of libraries
came about when representatives of the publishing community saw the
formation of the Research Library Group (RLG) consortium as a
threat to sales of monographs, serials, and antiquarian books. The RLG
-comprising the libraries of Harvard, Yale, and Columbia, and the research libraries at the New York Public Library-found
ir necessary to
issue a public statement which, in part, assured that its members would
continue to "operate within the fair use doctrine as it has evolved from
judicial interpretations of the Copyright Law."6
Copyright
The difterences berween the RLG and iournal publishers pointed up
the continuing need for resolution of copying issuis through passage o-f
appropriate new legislation. At year's end it appeared that the House
Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the
Administration of Justice would begin hearings in early spring on revision of the 1969 Copyright Law, but progress will probably be slow,
with lengthy argument over cable television and library photocopying.
The subcommittee, under Chairman Robert Kastenmeier, will have in
hand the Senate-passedomnibus revision bill (S.l36l) which the House
failed to act on in 1974 principally because there was little time for
hearings as the ninety-third Congress drew ro a close.
For librarians the main copyright battle has been over the right to
photocopy periodical articles for interlibrary loan purposes. While the
Senate bill prohibited "systematic reproduction of copyrighted works,"
its language gave only the vaguest guidance as ro the definition of "systematic."
Another vital step in the developing showdown on copying was the
Supreme Court's decision on 28 May to hear the Williams & Wilkins case
against the National Library of Medicine. The hearing occurred on 17
December.
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Christopher Wright of the American Library Association's Washington office has caught up the torch Verner Clapp so nobly advanced when
he wrote A Librarian's Vi,ew in 1968.?Wright's Libraries a.nd Copyright:
A Summary of the Arguments for Library Photocopying is just what its
name implies and is recommended reading.s
On 3l December the president signed Public Law 93573 which prohibits record piracy, extends for two years certain expiring copyrights,
and sets up a commission to study new technological uses of copyrighted
works.e Both publishers and librarians have shown wariness of such a
study commission, each appearing to feel that it would be prejudiced in
the other's favor. An alternative approach has begun with librarians and
publishers meeting periodically under the auspicesof the Copyright Of'
fice and the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science
in an attempt to hammer out a compromise proposal.lo
Multimedia librarians took heart briefly from a successful amendment by Senator Baker (R.-Tennessee) to the Senate bill (5.136l).
The amendment provided for continuing availability through the Joint
University Libraries at Vanderbilt University of videotapes of television
news programs.
Education of Librarians
The year was also marked by increased activity on the part of various
agencies in educating and informing library personnel about micrographics. Allen Veaner continued with his unique educational program,
a series of right-on-the-button editorials dealing with significant develoPments in library micrographics. One of his best dealt with the imPortant
provisions of the various standards and guidelines applicable to the Production of microforms and micropublications.ll In a complementary
step, the Photoduplication Service of the Library of Congress (LC) began enclosing with each microform order it filled a form letter advising
on the proper storage of archival microforms.lz
The growing recessionwas not reflected in an obvious decreasein the
number of "seminars" on micrographics. T'he majority of these heavily
advertised meetings were of the high-priced, executive-session variety
and ofiered relatively little of value to librarians. On the plus side, there
were several micrographics seminars sponsored by library organizations.
Two of these were held in Chicago in the early months of the year, one
by a group of law librarians and the other by the Illinois Chapter of the
Special Libraries Association. Interestingly, both came about as positive
reactions to an earlier NMA-sponsored seminar for librarians which was
held at Northwestern University, the first in a moderately priced series.
The serieswas continued briefly in 1974. But the NN{A, apparently having second thoughts about leaving the micrographic education of librarians in the hands of a group of librarians, switched to a new approach
later in the year. The new approach (l) summarily retired the team of
experienced lecturers and (2) combined a day of general microform
lecture by an industry representative with a day of library-oriented
V o l u m e 1 9 . N u m b e r 3 . S u m m e r1 9 7 5
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teaching. Fortunately, the second day of these meetings was presided
over by a very competent librarian, Charles LaHood, head of photoduplication at the Librarv of Congress. In changing programs the NMA
succumbed to inflation by more than doubling registration fees. (On the
other hand, NMA has held the line on annual dues which remain at $30
for individuals.) This and other experience suggest that librarians can
get more information for less money if they organize their own seminars and confine the speakerslist to specialists from the library community.
The NMA also showed an interest in the education of librarians
through its publishing program, which in the last two years has become
one of the association's principal sources of income-sales of publications rose from $43,000 to $102,000 between 1972 and 1974.13Regrettably, the one publication designed primarily for librarians was of questionable value; to them Gaddy's A Microform Handbooh delivered little
that was new a good bit that was irrelevant, and some that was even misleading.t+ Otherwise NMA's educational publications continued to be
of uneven quality but, in general, appeared to be improving.
Micropublishers emphasized educational features in their house organs. Both Xerox University Microfilms and Bell and Howell's Microphoto Division had relatively meaty articles in Source and Micropublisher, their respective public relations journals.
Standards
The past year saw very diligent activity on many standards, a number
of which are of considerable potential value to libraries. Ilowever, the
mere existence of standards does not ensure conformance on the part of
producers and manufacturers, for standards are not obligatory. It is the
responsibility of the customer to insist that the products he buys meet
reasonable standards. In order to carry out this responsibility, the acquisitions librarian should be knowledgeable about appropriate standards.
Don M. Avedon, technical director of NMA, continued to provide
valuable information about standards in his column in the Journal ol
Micrographlcs. His articles were consistently among the best features of
the magazine. A recent column dealt with equipment and procedures
used for inspection and quality control of first generation silver halide
microfilm.16 While the typical microform librarian or acquisitions librarian does not usually have occasion to perform laboratory tests of
film, it is desirable for anyone who deals with micropublishers and
their representatives to have an appreciation of the processes used in
quality control. (The reader who doubts this might want to ask a micropublisher's sales representative which test his company uses when checking for excesshypo. The answer can be highly informative.) Another of
Avedon's columns reviewed definitions and terminology used in standards work. The explanations were straightforward and should help the
nontechnically rained person to comprehend micrographics standards.r6
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Activities of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
were also discussed.l?
NMA was given secretariat responsibilities for the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) PH5 committee in 1973 and in 1974 was
very active coordinating and promoting the work of PH5.18 An important change was made in the title and the charge of the committee. The
name is now Micrographic Reproduction (instead of Photographic Reproduction of Documents), and the scope is "standardization of terminology, definitions, sizes,formats, quality, apparatus, and procedures for
the production and use of microfbrm reproductions."le Responsibilities for nonmicrographics standards previously assigned to subcommittee PH5-3 were given to other PH groups. The American Library Association (ALA) is not represented in these groups. This situation should
be rectified. for their proceedings are important to libraries.
During the year the PH5 committee worked on a variety of projects.
A final draft of PH5.l-1970. "Microfilm Readers for l6mm and 35 mm
Film on Reels, Specifications for," will be ready early in 1975. The proposed revision of PH5.3-1967 (R1973), "I6mm and 35 mm Microfilms
for Roll Applications, Specifications for," was circulated to all NMA
members in December 1974. This new draft includes recently adopted
formats for image positioning, updating of references to existing and
newly published standards, and references to film types other than silver
gelatin. PH5.4-1970, "Storage of Processed Silver Gelatin Microfilm,
Practice for," will be incorporated into the revision of PHl.43, "American National Standard Practice for Storage of ProcessedSafety Photographic Film." PH5.l-1961 (R1970), "Micro-opaque Readers, Specifications for," will be incorporated into the revision of PH5.l, and PH5.51970, "Micro-opaques, Specifications for," was withdrawn, refiecting the
decline of interest within the industry in this microform. (Presentlv
Readex is the only company selling excltrsively in micro-opaque.) PH5.91970, "Microfiches, Specifications for," was not approved last May because of a lack of consensusin the committee. Subsequent discussion resolved the questions of the method of identification of the sensitized
side of a microfiche, the allowable reduction tolerance (by using the ISO
formula of I2X to 24X with a maximum plus tolerance of I.5X), and
the title change to "Microfiche of Documents." The standard was to be
reworded and resubmitted to ANSI for approval. PH5.10-1969, "Measuring the Screen Luminance of Microform Readers with Translucent
Screens,Method for," was not approved for distribution to NMA members for comment because of problems in measuring luminance of
large screens. PH5.19 "Microfilm Package Labeling," already issued as
NMA MS6-1974, was near completion. One change resulting from the
firsr balloting was the addition of storage conditions to the information
specified to be included on the label. The task force designing the standard for cartridges for l6mm roll microfilm is making changes in that
part of the standard concerned with carridee housing. Balloting by the
committee is to take place in April lg75; the ballots will cover cartridEe
Volume 19, Number 3, Summer 1975
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assembly, reel, and cassette specifications separately. Again, librarians
concerned with microforms should follow the progress of these standards in order to be able to efiectively evaluate descriptive material dealing with micropublishing projects.
Another standard of potential value in the acquisition of microform
projects is the proposed standard for "Advertising of Micropublica'
tions." This document, being produced by a subcommittee of ANSI 239,
"details for micropublishers the elements which will provide in their advertising the basis for a critical evaluation of their published products
by prospective purchasers."zoWith industry use of this guideline, librarians will have the necessaryspecific items of information on which
to base purchase decisions.Lack of this information often leads librarians
to acquire products which are not fully satisfactory. In a move that
has drawn much critical comment, the California State University and
Colleges officially adopted "Criteria for the Procurement and Use of Mi
croforms and Related Equipment by the Libraries of the California
State University and Colleges." This document statement is a rewrite of
"standards and Guidelines for Procurement of Microfilms," published
by the same institutions in 1973. The document includes criteria for operating instructions, means of loading and unloading equipment, controls, screen, image, luminance, adaptability, maintenance, and safety.zr
Libraries in the California system may purchase only those products
which conform to these criteria. The guidelines were drawn up in an attempt to create standardization of microform products within the state
schools. It is not clear what effect these criteria will have on micropublishers, micrographics equipment manufacturers, and the users of the
libraries involved.
Noteworthy Publications about Mi,crographics
Improvement of bibliographic control and access to information
about microform publications were the purposes of several publications
this year. The Five Associated University Libraries (FAUL) in New
York published an inventory of their holdingp.zz It is an excellent example for other libraries to follow in developing their own guides. Two
important titles were produced by Microform Reuiew. The fitst, Inter'
na.tional Microf orms in Print, lists over 6,000 titles from forty-one nonU.S. micropublishers.zs The second, Microform Marhet Place' 1974175'
is the firsi comprehensive union list of micropublishers' names, addresses,key personnel, and major micropublication Programs. It also
gives other valuable in{ormation about the micropublishing world.za
Neuspapers in Microform: For'eign Countries, 1948-1972, a companion
volume to Newspapers in Microform: (Jnited States,1948-1972,appeared
from the Library of Congressin 1974.25The new work incorporates 8,260
UPDATA, the first jobber service for mititles and 833 cross-references.
croforms and equipment, has published Microform Reference, a useful
commercial catalog.26Flowever, several major micropublishers are not
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represented in the two volumes. Why a third party should be interposed
between the library and the micropublisher is not immediately clear;
communication is often difficult enough when only the two principals
are involved.
Bibliographic accessof a slightly difierent type is provided by Micrographics Index, 1974, issued by the NMA's ResourcesCenter. It is the
"key to the services" of the center and provides bibliographic accessto
its materials.zz Although the first paragraph of the introduction to the
Index implies that it comprehensively covers the literature of the field
of micrographics, the three remaining paragraphs spell out the Index's
(and, therefore, the center's) limitations, such as noncoverage of most
monographs and journal articles from library literature. For example,
there are no references to Library Technology Reports of the American
Library Association or Veaner's The Eualuation of Micropublications.zs
Even the NMA Gzllde to Mict'oreproduction Equipment is not included.zsIt is worth noting that the Index has a poorly designed keyword-incontext section in which conjunctions, articles, and prepositions appear
as "key words." The publication does cover, analytically and almost
completely, the NMA lournal of Mic,rographics and. the Proceedings of
the NMA Annual Conference.eo
Two important articles about Library Resources, Inc.'s Library of
American Ciuilization (LAC) appeared during 1974. Napier detailed
George Washington University's (GWU) experience with the LAC package in an experiment supported by the National Home Library Foundation of Washington, D.C. Extensive examination was made of the ultrafiche, book catalogs, catalog cards, Bi,blioguide Index, and reading machines, but no attempt was made to evaluate the intellectual content of
llC.
Napier's article is a lucid and comprelrensive presentation of the
lengthy study that GWU conducted and a most valuable contribution to
micrographics literature. He is particularly critical of the functional
difficulties of both the portable and the table model readers. He also
cites the complexity of the indexing of the Biblioguide Index as a major
deterrent to use of the collection.sl In a more general review, Rebuldela
compiled the results of a survey sent to libraries that subscribed to LAC.
Responses concerning cost, purchase decision, servicing, use statistics,
storage, bibliogtaphic access and control, publicity, other microforms
owned, user experience with the viewers, and acceptability of the medium were tabulated and discussed.sz
Ijser resistance to or acceptance of microforms is an important concern as microform collections increase in size and as a percentage of the
total collection. An article by Salmon points out hardware limitations,
reading room environment, and inadequate bibliographic aids as the major causesof user dissatisfaction. He urges industry leaders to work with
librarians to overcome these problems.ss On the other hand, West and
Butler found general user acceptance, indeed preference, for a microfiche set of assigned course readings.saStuderrts in one section of a library science course were given microfiche copies of the required readVolume 19, Number 3, Summer 1975
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ings while students in two other sections used the conventional information delivery system for accessto hard copy versions of the readings. A
questionnaire administered at the end of the course yielded some very
useful information. Ready availability to all readings at the same time;
"having a personal copy," "convenience in time of use," and "elimination of searching citations" were regarded as the virtues of having the
fiche set. Some students who used the fiche experienced "viewing fatigue" and some termed the "viewing quality" of the fiche unsatisfactory. The experimenters ran into difficulty in maintaining quality control in the production of fiche and in the logistics and costs of obtaining
copyright permissions. This experiment with "microreadings" is an interesting example of utilizing microfiche in a way that emphasizestheir advantages instead of simply using the medium as a print substitute.
Development of a program to use'microforms for preserving information is the subject of Darling's very useful and well-written article.s6
This "handbook" for libraries presents a careful compilation of information oI ptactical value for which there has long been a need. This
outstanding article includes a valuable updating of an earlier bibliography and presents clear directions for obtaining microfilm publications
by either purchase or in- or out-of-house filming. Cole's account of the
continuing efiorts of the Library of Congress to provide a growing program of preservation for foreign newspapers and gazettes is also must
reading for acquisitions librarians.so The detailed history of foreign
newspaper microfilm projects and a thorough report on the Library of
Congress'current program are presented in this article, which is especially appropriate in these days of the need for improved accessto and sharing of resources.
The sixth edition of the invaluable NMA Gzide to Micrographic
Equipment, edited by Hubbard W. Ballou, is scheduled for publication
in January, in three separate volumes: Production Equipment, User
Equipment, and COM Recorders. Volume 2, User Equipment, the most
useful for libraries, is $8.50 to NMA members, $12.00 to nonmembers.sT
The most valuable source of equipment information for librarians
continues to be ALA's Library Technology Reports. During 1974 the
R. A. Morgan Company provided evaluations of the following microform readers: Dietzgen 4323-20, Dukane Explorer 14, Eastman Kodak
Ektalite 120, Micobra K-71, RTS Mini-Viewer Model 86, and both the
fiche and roll film versions of the Xerox 2240. william R. Hawken Associates thoroughly updated a 1968 evaluation of the LMM "Superior"
Model A-B roll film reader and produced a series of reports on rcaderf
printers including the Recordak Motormatic Reader with Recordak
Printer Model ERG, Xerox Microprinter, Micro Design Model RP550,
OCE Model 3650, and MISI Models l20l and 1202.
Often reading a review of a publication will obviate the need to acquire and read the publication itself. For example, Veaner's review of
Auerbach on Microfilm Readers/Pri,nters (1972) concludes, after careful
discussion of the book's contents, that its general value to librarians is
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doubtful.ge The book review section of Microform F.euiew is another
source of this type of commentary.
Automated document storage and retrieval (ADSTAR) systemswhich somehow continue to fascinate many people in spite of the poor
track record of such hardware-based schemes-were the subjects of two
reports.se Harmon's review of the Frost & Sullivan 1973 marketing report on The Microfilm Industry highlights the section "Markets and Applications," which deals with library micrographics.a0Ffe does not recommend the technical sections of this r€port.
New M icropublishing Programs
When one surveys the large number of micropublishing programs an'
nounced or implemented in a year's time, it becomes evident that a review of reasonable length can deal with but a sampling. This paper concentrates on a few. Each has some special implication for libraries.
The Library of Congress plans to publish the eighth edition of. Li'
brary of Congress Subiect Headings (LCSH) on COM fiche as well as
in the conventional printed form. This is not just another simultaneous
publication scheme intended to appeal to the daringly innovative librarian. Rather, it has obvious tangible benefits. Because it will not be sub'
ject to the lengthy Government Printing Office delay, the COM edition
will precede the hard copy by six to eight months. The fiche publication,
a project of the MARC Development Office, will be used in a twelvemonth experiment with a group of participating libraries. Other inter'
ested libraries will be able to buy the microfiche version only if they also
order the printed volumes. (It is intriguing to speculate on the reaction
of librarians who experience early availability of an important catalog'
ing aid, thanks to machine-readable data bases and COM.) It is understood that during the experiments the Library of Congress also plans inhouse tests with an ultrafiche edition of ZCSI/. This version will incor'
porate the entire listing on a single fiche. The Library of Congress
states that "If the experimental offering of the 8th edition in microform proves successful,it is possible that new microforrn issues cumulating headings through later years will be prepared and sold separately;'tt
A little-publicized new journal from the Association for ComPutational Linguistics could be the forerunner of an important publishing
technique. The first issue of tlrre Amevican Journal of Computati'onal
Linguistics, a quarterly, was distributed toward the end of the year.
Each article is on a separate fiche and is accornpanied by a printed card
bearing a short summary. Each issue includes a table of contents card
and one or more cards listing announcements of meetings and calls for
papers. A newsletter fiche incorporating a sizeable bibliography is also
included with each issue. The final issue for each year will include a set
of preprinted index cards.
The NMA finally bit the bullet this year by publishing the proceed:
ings of its annual conference primarily in microfiche form. The fiche
Volume 19, Number 3, Summer 1975
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document was distributed free to the NMA

membership. A hard-copy
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quality. For others who have not yet settled wirh the Times, it is probably not too late to follow suit.
As mor€ and more diazo and vesicular duplicating film was used to
disseminate COM for nonarchival applications, micropublishers were
encouraged by some film manufacturers to join the crowd by publishing
Iibrary materials on nonsilver media. In general, micropublishers stood
firm. One film company, Xidex, took the case for its vesicular film di
rectly to librarians by means of multiple-page advertisements in library
journals.G The Micropublishing Projects Commimee of the ALA Resources and Technical Services Division (RTSD) was again in the vanguard of the library forces resisting nonsilver film for permanent collections. When it was learned that the National Institute of Education
(NIE) was allowing bidders for the ERIC fiche production contracr ro
propose any of the three types of film, the committee's chairman, Lawrence Robinson, arranged for an NIE representative to discuss the situation with the committee at the ALA Midwinter Meeting. Later Robinson met with the Department of Health, Education, ind Welfare's
deputy assistant commissioner for grants and contracts in an unsuccessful attempt to persuade NIE to reconsider.
It was learned that in Great Britain the Public Record Office defended im publishing of USA Embassy and Consular Archiues on diazo fiche
on the grounds that no complainrs had been received and that the "reproductions are made to the highest archival standard"ao (a rather revealing remark in light of the fact that there are no archival standards
for diazo films). In addition to the RTSD Reproduction of Library Materials Section (RLMS) Standards Committee's plan (noted later in this
review) to look into the feasibility of developing standards for vesicular and diazo films, the National Reprographic Centre for documentation has begrrn a project in the same area.47The RLMS action is in
large part a reaction to the fact that ANSI Committee PHl.3, which
was charged in l97l with responsibility for developing standards for
vesicular and. diazo films, has yet to provide any substantive information
on this crucial subject.
It was reported that Xerox has found a technique for rendering documents "uncopiable" by means of a fluorescent spray.4aBy yearrs end
there was little indication of interest in the spray and no good reason to
believe it would be marketed soon.
One of the most signiftcant developments revealed ar the NMA annual conference was U.S. Datacorp's COM recorder for generating 72:lCOM fiche in a single reduction step.4eLater the company was reported
to have a recorder capable of producing 96:l output. If these devices
can be refined to produce good resolution, the trend of COM users to
'go
microfiche" may well be accelerared because many applications will
require no fiche loading and unloading as a result of the increased
amotrnt of information that can be packed on a single fiche. Another
noteworthy development in the COM arena was 3M's announcement of
its new LBR (laser beam recorder). As suggestedby its name, this unit
Volume 19, Number 3, Summer 1975
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utilizes a laser beam to write directly on dry silver fi1m.60As developments such as these continue and more and more companies and governrnental agencies introduce COM fiche and film in order to take advan
tage of the associated economy and convenience, it seems certain that microforms will become a common feature of everyday life for a large
number of people. In fact it would be difficult to overestimate the Potential of COM as a force for changing attitudes toward microforms.
Library application of COM continued to expand as a number of
institutions implemented and/or experimented with COM catalogs. Exemplary among cheseendeavors was the test of a roll film catalog in conjunction with Information Design's ROM II reader by the Baltimore
County Public Library.n It is likely that the system will be operational
by the time this article is in print. Inflation has made itself felt in this
instance; the ROM equipment is now priced a good bit above the figure
given when it was first announced. Perhaps the competition of a similar
but more stylish new reader, the LCR 500 by Auto-Graphics (of Monterey Park, California), will work to counter this price rise. Both of
these motorized machines have novel index devices and each utilizes a
semipermanently mounted 500-foot roll of l6mm COM film. While the
test of the Baltimore County catalog was considered quite successful,it
is understood that some machine failure was experienced.
American Videonetics Corporation (AVC, of Sunnyvale, California)
brought an unusual l6mm film reader to the NMA annual conference'
Built around a patented self-threading film transPort and solid-state control circuits, the AVC Instafile moves film gently and at high speed' This

tion fiche reader with a hole-in-the-screen projection

path

(similar to

number of changesaimed at user convenience.
One other item deserving special notice is an accessoryavailable with
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IBM's 3890 Document Processor.This accessory,referred to by IBM sales
literature simply as "microfilm feature" will film the front or both sides
of documents (usually checks), or, under control of the 3890, will film
only documents automatically selected according to characteristics such
as'names or numbers appearing on the documents. An index number is
automatically generated and photographically recorded alongside each
image. The sophistication of this feature is indicated by its price, more
than $2,500 a month on short-term lease, and the speed with which the
3890 operates, 125,000documents an hour.sa
The above are but a few of the many new pieces of hardware introduced in 1974, but they illustrate the burgeoning development that
characterizes the industry today and which is generally expected to continue for some time.
O r ganizati.onalA ctiai,ties
As would be expected during a year when the micrographics star was
on the rise, organizations in the field were very active. Various elements
of the Americair Library Association continued work in several areas of
micrographics. RLMS decided to extend the life of its ad hoc discussion
Soup in order to provide an opportunity for interested persons to converse informally about micrographics matters. In June the RLMS Standards Committee determined to form a subcommittee to investigate the
possibility of carrying out research on standards for vesicular and diazo
film. The committee was formed but has not been active. RLMS also established a permanent Publications Committee to coordinate the various
publishing efforts of the section. The Micropublishing Projects Committee of the Resources Section of RTSD and the Government Documents
Round Table (GODORT) Microform Task Force were primarily concerned with projects begun in previous yeals. As yet, coordination of effort among the above groups has not developed. This is unfortunate,
for a coalition in this area could be quite effective in promoting micrographic education for librarians and in proposing practical solutions to
library micrographics problems.
A new organization, the Office Microfilm Management Association,
surfaced briefly in January as sponsor of a symposium on "efiective
was
microfilm management." A concurrent equipment exhibition
planned but did not take place. It was reported that attendees felt the
symposium was worthwhile.sE
The National Microfilm Association's Resource Center, established
in 1973, is now operational. The center's objective is to provide accessto
current and relevant resource material in the field of micrographics; microfiche copies of items listed in the Micrographics Index (discussed elsewhere in this article) are supplied to requesters. At present the center's
material is primarily of NMA origin, as indicated by the contents of the
Index.66 The Wisconsin Chapter of NMA developed and undertook
sponsorship of an educational program for micrographics technician aP'
prentices, The program is to run three years and combines course work
Volumel9,Number ),Summer 1975
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and on-the-job training.ez This action speaks well of the industry's maturing attitude toward appropriate education for its personnel. The national organization was strengthened this year by merger of a COM
users $oup, Users of Automatic Information Display Equipment
(UAIDE), into NMA as the Computer Image Processing Division.aa
This merger should further accelerate the rise of COM as a major force
in the micrographics field. Librarians, on the orher hand, did not feel
quite so enthusiastic about the benefits to them and their instirutions of
a proposed special interest group within NMA. The chairman of the association's Library Relations Committee conducted an attitude survey
and otherwise explored the possibilities of establishing such a division.
He found primarily negative reaction to the idea.se
The federal government continued to increase its use of microforms
in a wide variety of applications ranging from the navy's program to
film 67 million pages of personnel records by 1977 to the army's new servicewide program to coordinate and systematize the use of microforms
in records management.
Of most interest to librarians was the fact that at the end of the
year the Government Printing Office's (GPO) micropublishing pilot
project was ready to begin distribution of microfiche copies of the Code
of Federal Regulations, which, in hard copy form, consists of ll9 volumes and occupies 8r/2 feet of shelf space. Twenty-one academic, public, and state libraries acrossthe country are to receive the Code on standard ninety-eight-image fiche. Each library is receiving an archival copy
of the fiche on silver halide film and a "patron-use" copy on nonsilver
film. It is understood that if, as expected, GPO decides to publish in microfilm as a standard practice, depository libraries will be given a choice
of hard copy, silver halide fiche, or nonsilver fiche. Libraries that wish
to may buy copies in a second medium. The project is intended to develop cost information and to determine whether the microfiche publications are acceptable to library users, have adequate bibliographic aids
and indexes, and can be as quickly and efficiently produced as expected.60
Putting government documents on fiche can save a large amount of
money for GPO and much shelf space for libraries. At the same time,
this form of publication offers the possibility of a system in which a
document, once in the system, would never go out of print; hard copy
and duplicate fiche can be produced efficiently from a physically small
set of printing masters in fiche form even when the number of fiche in
the collection is very large.
As noted earlier, the National Technical Information Service, once
again citing the requirement that it be self-supporting, raised the prices
of not just its paper copies but also, unfortunately, its microfiche copies.
Charges for paper copies are based on the number of pages; for example, a 155-pagereport costs $6.25 (domestic orders), $8.75 (foreign orders). The fiche price is constant for documents of 1,000 pages or less.
Any report of less than 1,001 pages is $2.25 to domestic customers and
$3.75 to others. Fiche versions of documents over 1,000 pages are special'
ly priced.
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Government awarenessof the utility of micrographics has led to the
creation of the Federal Government Micrographics council, sponsored
-The
by the National Archives and Records serviie.
council is dedicated
to
_promoting better and more cost efiective use of micrographics in the
federal government and will serve as a forum for the elchange of information about systems and applicarions. At one of its first "meetings
the group_worked on plans for instructional meetings and. tours of a[propriate local facilities for government records officers.or
The degree to which microforms have been accepted in the federal
government is evidenced by the fact that the Internal Revenue Service,
the only large agency that does not now accept microfilmed. records in
lieu of paper copy, drafted and circulated foi commenr a proposal to
-and
allow retention of general books of account on both coM
source
document microfilm. The scheme described in the proposal would. allow
businessesto submit descriptions of their microform iecords systems to
district directors who would then rule on the acceptability of ihose systems.62
The preceding statements about new activities in the federal government are feeble indicators of the magnitude of the ongoing micrographic programs of a group of institutions that together spend money
and use printing pressesat rates which are nearly incomprehensible. Two
statistics may help ro put this matter into perspective:
1ty the Bureau
of the Census used approximately 5,000 milei of film to record the 1970
census forms, and (2) the Social Security Administrarion films about 30
million documents each year.63
Innoaatiae and Interesting
The Zos Angeles Times is now available on either silver or nonsilver
film according to the customer's wishes. while this seemsan entirely reasonable way to market a product-it neither forces the customer to buy
nonarchival film for a permanent collection nor coerceshim into using
the more expensive film when buying for relatively short-term, heavyi
duty usage-it makes it even more important for librarians to educate
themselvesabout certain crucial aspectsof micrographic technology.
In another innovation, the Los Angeles Times experimented seriously with 20: I microfilming of engraving negatives of the paper, thus
eliminating the loss of image quality introduced by imperfeciions in paper, ink, and the printing process.Samples of the film looked very gobd
as did hard copy produced from them. This technique requires less film,
which can be important when many dissemination copies-are to be produced. The improved image quality more than ofisetJ the effect of-the
smaller image delivered to the typical reader screen.64
The Council on Library Resources announced its intention to publish a handbook and associatedset of microfiche with which a librarian
wislring to select a microfiche reader or reader/printer for library use
would be able to evaluate the suitability of the various machines available to him. Publication of this selection tool was slated to occur during
the first half of 1975.66
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In a commendable move which indicated one micropublisher's re$pect for librarians' professional judgment, Xerox University Microfilm
asked a number of thern to critique proposals and prototype materials
for micropublishing projects. Librarians participating in the first such
undertaking received packages containing a description of a "Foreign
Afiairs Information service," a sample thesaurus page, and a prototype
subject index. The librarians' evaluations of the project and the sample
items were elicited by means of a questionnaire. It appears that this new
communication process has great potential for providing the company
with valuable and timely advice and its customers with quality products.
Dartmouth College Library has issued an innovative publication
which by use of mixed media allows the library to share unique resources with a wider audience. The item is a 5-by-Gs/s-inchbooklet containing an eighteen-page printed biographical sketch of Grenville Clark
and a set of fifteen microfiche bearing an inventory of his papers. The
booklet may cause a storage problem in some casesbecause it is fi-inch
longer than a standard microfiche, and the lack of a distinctive title may
discomfit catalogers; but the benefits of this new type of publication
outweigh these minor shortcomings.
People
Loretta J. Kiersky, chairman of the NMA's Publications Committee,
was the recipient of the SLA's Professional Award for efiorts that culminated in publication oI Introduction to Micrographics, which has become the NMA's most popular title.66
The year also saw the retirement of Vernon D. Tate from his post
of executive secretary of the NMA. Dr. Tate, a founder of the association, served it for thirty years and was the recipient of its highest
awards. His retirement is cause to remember the beginnings of the NMA
and the often forgotten fact that the association was at one time much
more closely associatedwith libraries and the academic world.
And from England came news of the death on 3 February of William J. Barrett. Published reports of his reprographic equipment evaluations at the National Reprographic Centre for documentation had won
for him a sizeableaudience and much respect in the United States.
The Future
As 1974 drew to a close, all signs were that the econosric winter in
which we found ourselves was not likely to be a brief season.Whether
it will be harsh enough to freeze out the hardy microform, we cannot
tell. If the freeze is not too severe, microforms may flourish and take
more solid root in an environment made less competitive by the increasing cost of printed materials.
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for free and uninhibited communication on techiriques, equipment,
and probction of library materials.
vailable from the Library of Congress,
'Orders
C-I95, Washington, DC 20840.
is being ordered and not the original
is $3.50 for microfiche editions (twb
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Introd,uction
T AST YEAR'S ARTICLE IN THIS SERIES began by suggesting that
L
creation of the Resources Section within the Resources and Technical Services Division (RTSD) beginning in 1973174 constituted "the
most significant [development] in acquisitions work during 1973."t It
was also suggested that this development might lead one to exPect "new
and expanded research into the principal issues of collection development which will be reflected in the literature of the next few years."z
These issues include the theory of collection development, selection
practice, resource allocation, and cooperative efforts of various types and
orientations. Careful examination of the literature in 1974 has con'
firmed the suspicions of last year that, indeed, these issueshave increasingly become the focus of action and research' This conclusion is re'
flected by the change in title for this review series to emphasize the question of resources, a term whose scope is rather more Seneralized and
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This means that we need current, comprehensive information on what
exists, where it can be found, and how it can be made available at the
point of need reasonably quickly and cheaply. Moreover, it is a problem
which is of pressing concern not only to traditional acquisitions librarians, but also to collection development officers, area bibliographers, subject specialists, order and interlibrary loan librarians, bibliographic systems experts, and network directors among others.
Complicating the picture, there is also a pervasive feeling among
many library patrons, especially those in a university community, that
"their" Iibrary should strive to provide in its collections all materials
which are or may be of use to them-a patently absurd objective as has
already been suggested.But our resources budgets are in no way equal
to the task of providing "everything that is needed." Our current attempts to provide a substitute source of supply in lieu of ownership
are totally inadequate. Local regulations regarding the lending of material are hopelessly complex and unnecessarily restrictive. Information
on the existence and location of materials is only marginally able to
match current demands. Delivery systemsare cumbersome and slow (interlibrary loan) or cost too much (facsimile transmission). In reviewing
the literature on evaluation of library collections, Bonn emphasized
"that no library can ever be completely self-sufficient, and that increased
library cooperation may be the only possible solution to the growing
problem of providing library collections adequate to meet the needs of
library users, wherever they may be."l
Clearly, therefore, there is much work to be done beyond the definition of local institutional objectives with the intent, whether codified in
policy statements or implied by current procedures, of meeting nearly
all patron needs in the local environment. This then is what might be
called the "problem of resources"; it is the question of accessto materials, wherever they happen to exist, which should be the prime focus of
resources librarians in the years immediately ahead. This review of work
carried out in 1974 will show that the focus has sharpened, but we have
a long way to go before we have a satisfactory grip on the problem.
In addition to the published evidence cited in this paper which suggests that the larger problems of resources and resource sharing are increasingly the concern of acquisitions librarians, it is also instructive to
note, within the Resources Section organization, the expanding activity
of the Collection Development Committee, the increasing sensitivity of
the Policy and Research Committee to these and related issues,and the
rapidly growing interest in collection development discussion groups of
varying size and membership.
It is also useful to call attention to developments in other areas
cooperation
which contribute to a fostering of more interlibrary
through shared resources.The Information Partnership Act, later called
the Library Partnership Act, for example, was introduced in the waning
days of the Nixon administration. Although this act did not receive ap'
proval from the ninety-third Congress, there were indications that it
V o l u m e1 9 , N u m b e r ) , S u m m e r 1 9 7 5
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might be revived in 1975. The purpose of this legislation is to "encourage $upport and provide incentive to local, state, and regional grouPs to
work together to provide nrore accessibleand comprehensive informa'
tional sertticdsto greater numbers of people. It is also intended to Provide seed money for the library and information demonstration projects
which are designed to demonstrate new information deliaery systerns
and improved library serviceswhich can better meet the education and
information needs of the population in the 1970's."s (italics supplied)'
It is clear, therefore, that the problem of library resources,in terms
of selection, purchase, accessibility, and interinstitutional sharing has
become and will continue to be one of the most pressing issues of our
times. Further evidence in support of this conclusion will be found in
the text below.
Resources:Accessand.Sharing
One of the most significant developments of 1974 related to the
problem of resources was the announcement of the formation of the
Research Libraries Group (RLG) whose membership consists of the li'
braries of Columbia, Flarvard, Yale, and the New York Public Library'
The directors of the four libraries jointly commissioned a study by Jo:
seph A. Rosenthal, associate university librarian of the University of
California, Berkeley, whose report recommended that "a bibliographic
center be established, that communication links be improved, that a program of. shared collection development be undertaken, and that interli'
brary use of materials be facilitaied."6 The report pointedly assertsthat
even the largest research libraries are becoming less, rather than more,
self-sufficient, recommends immediate and innovative cooperative efiorts,
and urges that particular attention should be given to the identification
of objectives which can be best achieved through collective action. fn expressing agreement with these observations, Bryant noted that "as librariani and scholars come to rely more and more on materials not held
in their own collections, it is clear that we shall have to develop means
of providing comprehensive information on what materials exist and
where they may be located . . . [and] . . . By means of sharing resources'
libraries can assure students and scholars use of a far broader range of
research materials than could conceivably be at their disposal in their
own libraries."?
In spite of these and other considerations leading to the formation
o{ RLG, criticism was voiced by several publishing grouPs who charged
that "reduced sales and revenues would be inevitable results."s The
RLG countered by pointing out that the aims of the grouP had been
misconstrued, that atquisitions would always be one of the top priorities, but that it was eJsential to avoid unnecessary duplication of lesser
used publications and to "deploy available funds to achieve maximum
availability of material."e
. Further contributions to the establishment of a rationale for resource accessand sharing ma1' be found in the collection of papers de-
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livered at a conference held in Pennsylvania. The first paper presented
in this publication, by John Fetterman, is the most important and has
been desoibed by Wright as "a masterly summary of the literature on
the subject with an effective interpretation of sharing."lo But, as Wright
further points out, a number of fundamental issues related to resources
and cooperative buying are overlooked. Some of the questions raised by
Fetterman remain inadequately analyzed or unanswered altogether:
"How do we overcome ignorance and inexperience, psychological, traditional and historical barriers, environmental, Iegal and administrative
difficulties?"u It is to be hoped that librarians themselves will find the
answers to these problems and guide the implementation of their solutions; otherwise, decisions are likely to be made by others based on political or other irrelevant considerations.
Resources: Personnel and T erminology
The solution to the problem of resources is complicated by a great
deal of confusion over the meaning of terms and the responsibilities of
resources librarians. It is not uncommon, for example, to find that "seIection," "bibliography," "acquisitions," and "collection development"
are used more or less interchangeably. Moreover, there is considerable
uncertainty and disagreement concerning the nature and role of area
studies bibliographers, subject specialists, collection development coordinators, and even acquisitions and order librarians. Almost certainly,
Progress toward the solution of problems in the area of resources will
depend to some degree on the extent to which definitions are clarified
and roles are delineated. There is much work yet to be done.
Stueart, for example, made a largely unsuccessful attempt to describe the role of the bibliographer, or to use his exact terminology, the
area specialist bibliographer.rz Unfortunately, the term "bibliographer"
is never clearly defined, while the conclusions are tentative at best and
lacking in substance. Since the study is based on responses to 362 questionnaires which were sent to librarians and faculty members involved
in area study programs, it leads one to conclude that the respondents
themselves don't have a very clear idea of what their functions should
include. As one reviewer put it, "no one seemsto know just what bibliographers should be doing, or even who should decide what they should
be doing."ta In short, this study has not helped to clarify the picture,
but it does serve to point up the magnitude of the problem of definition and responsibility.
Recent attemps to examine the role of the subject specialist in the
university library include that of Coppin who concludes that "the answer will vary from institution to institution . . . [and].
. There can
be no one answer because the varying needs and organizations will determine the different answers."ln But of course this doesn't help at all,
except in so far as it supports the view that greater specification ind precision are needed.
Taggart surveyed Canadian academic and research libraries and
V o l u m e 1 9 , N u m b e r S . S u m m e r1 9 7 5
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found at least eleven different titles used to designate librarians with responsibility for resources. Obviously, he is correct in pointing out the absenceof uniform terminology for these positions, but he has not helped
the situation by using most of the terms found in the survey himself as
well as contributing several of his own, including "bibliographer/li
brarians" and "librarian/bibliographers." Curiously, he further concludes
that, with reference to the faculty, this "diversity in nomenclature
should not constitute a serious problem [since] regular communication
with faculty is one of the essential functions of collections personnel."15 Here then is further evidence suggesting that there is considerable uncertainty over just what "bibliographers" should be doing.re
Selectionand Acquisitions
Broadus has prepared a useful monograph on the problems of book
selection with special reference to small and medium-size public libraries. This work is as much a text for use by students as a handbook or
reference book for practitioners. Broadus also discussesgeneral principles of book selection, although the comment of one reviewer to the
effect that "he gives pause for thought on the philosophy behind the
buying of library materials" is perhaps an overstatement.l? Nevertheless
it is refreshing to discover a book on this subject whose scope is so well
defined and which comes so close to the mark, even if a better definition
of the "selection process" awaits further analysis.
A contribution by Cobb, deating with acquisitions as well as selection, is much more limited in terms of its area of application but no less
useful. Cobb's objective is to offer "a practical guide to beginning map
librarians by suggesting a basic list of materials and providing sources
which will assist them in the selection and acquisition of future materials" and he urges map librarians "in this period of budget restraints . . .
to request complimentary copies from all conceivable types of publishers. Many state, federal, and even foreign map publishers are . . . willing
to provide single copies of selectedpublications free of charge."rs
More recently, Galneder has analyzed acquisition tools which provide
information about the availability of maps, discussedsources of supply,
and included a section on evaluation.re
With respect to general acquisitions principles and procedures, as opposed to selection practice, the most significant recent publication is that
of Ford,zowho takes a very broad approach and skims a great many toPics with a view toward providing both a text arrd a reference work for
practicing librarians. The book has received mixed reviews, mainly occasioned by the author's attempt to carry out this charge resulting in a
certain "broadness, without corresponding depth."zt It has also been
argued that the predisposition of RTSD to tailor every effort to meet the
needs of every type of library, as in this case,has resulted in the failure,
once again, to reach or define any audience at all. More serious was the
criticism that poor editorial rvork has resulted in turgid, even mystifying, phraseology." On the other hand, Forcl's book has been described
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as doing "an outstanding job of isolating and examining the various acguisitions procedures and in providing extensive and carefully chosen
lists of additional source$for each aspect covered."zaFrom this it is obvious that it will be some time yet before it is known whether this wotk
has supersededWulfekoeter's text published in 1961, a book which has
been considered out of dzte.zt
Acquisitions sources for Jewish materials were identified and discussed by Meir and Edith Lubetski.es Their approach included both
general as well as specialized sources: publisher's catalogs, trade magazines,bibliographies, book reviews, and government publications.
Evans and Argyres attempted to demonstrate the level of effectiveness
of approval plans and concluded that there is a significant difference between the "utility" of materials acquired through approval plans and
those acquired by other methods.26 But the authors ofier no general
recommendations regarding the desirability of utilizing approval plans,
and the basis of their conclusions rests on the question of whether or not
a title is used-a factor of relatively minor impact in the case of academic libraries which are the most frequent users of approval plans and
whose collection development emphasis is on long-tenn research needs
rather than immediate utility.z? Recognizing this limitation, the authors
adopted an approach which was considered to be reasonably objective
and subject to measurement.
One of the difficulties with this and other contributions, however, is
that it illustrates a confusing use of terminology of the type alluded to
previously in this paper. It is not clear, for example, whether an approval plan is a means of selection, a method of acquisition, an aPproach to collection development, or even whether it is all or none of
the above. Another example may be found in Kohut's analysis of a book
budget allocation procedure wherein collection development is confused
with a method of measuring collection growth.z8
F ed"eralA ppropriations
As Frase pointed out in his useful summary article on the subject,
the story of federal appropriations for education and library purposes
throughout the Nixon presidency was one of "pitched battles in every
one of the five years."ze Library and education organizations joined
with the Congress in a continual struggle to increase total appropriations
above the budget. Despite strong opposition from the administration at
every turn, this protracted struggle resulted in an increase of 89 Percent
for these appropriations between 1970 and the fiscal year ending June
30, 1974. T[is was indeed a substantial accomplishment, but early in
'75
1974 ttre prognosis for fiscal
was more of the same' The expectation
was that ihe administration "would again call for reductions in federal
spending for the total of education and library Programs"' but that
Congress, with the support of the Committee for Full Funding and others, would probably "continue to resist cuts in this area and gradually to
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increase total funds available for this PurPose at the expense of other
federal expenditures."ao
Even ifter the Nixon presidency was succeeded by that of Gerald
would
Ford, it seemed likely that attempts
-fearto hold down appropriations
feeling
a
general
and
of
inflation
of
the
beiause
if
only
conrinue,
that federal spending must be reduced.sr Even the congress, which had
defended fuli funding for federal aid to education durlng the Nixon
years, showed indications of giving in to the Ford administlation's econimy drive and its consolidat-ion of certain categorical prgqram:s. In addition, alarming signs of internal disagreement appeared-in the previouslv united tront of the Committee fbr Full Funding. There was little cause for rejoicing, therefote, when President Ford "signed into law
the largest legislativJ package of federal education aid ever,"3z authorizing a"ppropiiations to extend the Elementary and lg:olduty Education
1'nis bill (HR 69), which became Public Law 93-380, exact jfSne;.
tendea ESEA programs tLrough fiscal 1978 and created a number of new
education proltuirr as well. The administration was well aware that authorizing ligiJation cost nothing in terms of actual future expenditures
and sou[ht"the opportunity to alk for forward funding to carry out the
50 perce"ntconsolidation of categolical programs in fiscal 1976' In signing'the bill on August 21, the president pointedly warned Congress to be
money for education Programs'
conservativein appropriating
^u.tiott
for ESEA, for the Library
upp.op.iations
ott
Congressionui
-1LSCA),
for the Higher Education Act
Services-and Construction eci
(HEA), and for other programs was delayed first by the- Labor Day recLss,then by the break ior elections on October 17. Finally, on 2 December 1974 President Ford signed H)
LSCA and HEA Title II, but most
ferrals and rescissions which seeme
levels recommended in the 1975 b
brary program, ESEA Title II, was
mental appropriations bill for 197
signed on 27 December'
"
Eu.ly indications were that the efiect of p-otential .deferrals and re'
HEA Title II from
cissions would be a reduction inr funding-for
the approp-riation
that
and
zero,
to
Congress
by
appropriated
$12,975,000
be recluced"from $95,250,000to $90,250,000'The
ior'ESEA II';igit-efiects
of impoundment generated during the Nixon
fears and other
y""., ltr"r" not forgotten as librariatrs et te.ed the third qu-artef of fiscal
|OTS 11u"u"ry_Maich) with no word from the adminisrrarion as to how
library funding would be released.sa
Postal Rates
Late in l9?3 opposition was mounted to the temporary postal rate in'
creasesscheduled ?o go into effect on 5 January 1975. This efi_ortwas led
bythe Association of"American Publish"ers,which urg,ed-the Cost of Liv'
irig Council "to conduct a full inquiry into the inflationary efiects of
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the proposed rate increase," and by the American Library Association,
which reported to the council that "postal rate increases will result in reduction in funds for book purchases and library services."asAs a result
of these and other appeals, the council directed the U.S. Postal Rate
Commission to defer rate increasesuntil at least 7 March, pending action by the commission after another seriesof hearings.
In midyear the House and Senate passed a bill (S. 4ll) designed to
lengthen the phase-out periods for second, third, and fourth class postal
increasesand thus easethe burden on publishers and libraries. Optimism
generated by this development was tempered by fears of a presidential
veto, particularly in view of the uncertainty surrounding the chances of
producing a two-thirds majority in the House. Bur on 30 June President
Nixon signed into law PL 93-328 which had the effect, among other
things, of maintaining the library rate at 6C for the first pound and 3(
for each additional pound.36
Copyright
Following the decision of the United Stares Court of Claims absolving the National Library of iVledicine and the National Institutes of
Health of copyright infringement in the suit brought by Williams &
Wilkins, the latter announced their decision to appeal to the Supreme
Court.s? Opening arguments were presented on 17 December 7974 in the
case of The Williams ,]t Wilhins Co., u. The United States, (No. 731279). Although the Court of Claims gave several reasons for its verdict, it emphasized that the decision applied only to the immediate case
and that "Congress should determine the extent of photocopying permissable under the copyright law."38
Congressional leadership for a general revision of the copyright law
once again fell to Senator John McClellan, chairman of the Judiciary
Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights, who introduced
S. 1361, a copyright bill virtually identical to S. 644 of the ninetysecond Congress. The Senate Judiciary Committee ordered the bill favorably reported, and while Senate concurrence was anticipated, it was
nevertheless quite clear that there was little chance that the House would
pass the bill. The Senate did in fact pass S. 136l on 9 September by a
vote of 7G-1, but there was insufficient time left in the session for the
Ffouse to act. Once again, therefore, general copyright revision was deIayed until the next Congress-the ninety-fourth. In lieu of the omnibus bill, however, the Senate passed a shorter copyright bill which included a provision for extending the duration of expiring copyrights
until 3l December 1976. Following House concurrence later in the year,
Congresssent a bill (S. 3976) to the president on 19 December with every expectation that he would sign it.
Another important copyright development at the beginning of. 1974
was the establishment of the new All-Union Soviet Copyright Agency
(VAAP) charged with responsibility for all international publishing arrangements between the Soviet Union and the rest of the world.ss This
Volume l9,Number 3, Summer 1975
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prices, streamlining the GPO, and eliminating waste. At year's end, the
GPO prepared to occupy a new building in Alexandria, Virginia with
facilities for implementing a revised system for handling orders. The
new installation was described as modernized and automated with the
mandatory distribution system totally separate from the sales operation.a6 Since the space problem had long been blamed as a major factor
contributing to poor order responseand rising publication prices, librarians will be anxious to verify whether the improved facility will bring
about better service.
On another front, the Government Printing Office initiated a survey
of 1,153 depository libraries to determine the degree of acceptance for
federal documents in microform. A variety of reasons, including the
rising cost and shortage of paper, were advanced in support of this approach to dissemination of publications. Based on the results of that
survey, which showed that 83 percent preferred microfilm over hardcopy publications in at least one category, the GPO petitioned the Joint
Committee on Printing for permission to initiate a pilot program aimed
at testing user response. Advantages of a micrographics program would
include reduced storage space requirements for the GPO as well as
swifter and cheaper response to requests for out-of-print publications.
The pilot project was approved in October by the Depository Library
Council with the Code of Federal Regulations designated as the test vehicle. The Public Printer's Office stressed,however, that the GPO has
"no plans at present for developing an in-house capacity for production
or conversion of its publications to microfiche . . . [but] . . . it appeared
that the best interests of libraries and the public would be served by
making appropriate government documents available on microform."46
An important article on this subject summarizing the viewpoints of
a private publisher (James B. Adler), the Government Printing Office,
and a government documents librarian (Catherine J. Reynolds, of the
University of Colorado) is deserving of particular attention because of
the many questions raised by the librarian for which clear answers are
not yet available.aTAdditional summary information on the question
of documents in microform may be found in a contribution by WelIington H. Lewis, Superintendent of Documents.4s
A new journal devoted entirely to the subject of government documents made its first appearance late in 1973. Gouernment Publications
Reai,ew aims to provide a forum for the publication of information on
current practice and new developments in the production, distribution,
processing, and use of government documents. It can be expected to focus professional interests in the field and has already included some articles on the practical problems of selecting and acquiring documents.
Reviewers have been generally quite favorably impressed with the journal (Thornbrough calls it a "must for all libraries and librarians interested in governmental publications");no but Rozkuszka laments the absence of a provision for Spanish contributions, though French and German as well as English are solicited. He points out that Spanish is one of
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the major languages in national document control and the bibliographic
problems of Spain, Latin America, and the OAS are "particularly acute
and in need of review by competent specialists."ro
A major change in the Monthly Catalog, frequently used by acquisitions personnel for searching and verification, was initiated with the
January 1974 issue, which included the addition of s.eparateAuthor and
Title indexes as well as a Subject Index. Thornbrough called it the first
major improvement since the addition of a classification scheme in
July 1924, although he notes that the Author Index has some idiosyncraciesand some of the seriesentries are inconsistent.6l
Representative articles on the problem of selection and acquisition
of government publications include those of Mills, Nakata, and Hungerford.62 Mills recommends greater reliance on government publications during periods of economic difficulty becauseof broad subject coverage and inexpensive price. Nakata grapples with the problem of ac.
quisition and organization of government documents through depository arrangements. Various procedures for acquiring U.S. government
publications are outlined by Hunger{ord. In particular, methods for obtaining documents on deposit accounts and by means of special subscription services are covered, and recommendations are offered for each
type of procurement method.
, In the issue of the Drexel Library Quarterly, edited by Clifiord P.
Crowers, which dealt exclusively with policies and practices in the area
of bibliographic control of U.S. government publications, the contribution by Schwarzkopf on the Monthly Catalog and other sources of bibIiographic control was particularly useful.sa
Publishing Industry Actiaities and Stati,stics
. In view of the critical condition of the national economy, it was
more than a little surprising to learn that the book publishing industry
is "downright robust."sa Three major factors were cited to explain the
apparent paradox: (l) funds impounded by the Nixon adminisuation
were released in 1974; (2) expenditures for educational materials at the
state level began to rise; and (3) the end of wage and price controls allowed publishers to recoup some of the lossesof the previous two years.
In spite of these encouraging developments, the industry was not with'
out its problems, chief among which was the skyrocketing cost of PaPer.
Most observers predicted that many publishers, in an efiort to balance accounts, would reduce substantially the number of new titles produced
in 1975 as compared with 1974.
On the other hand, further evidence of the basic good health of the
publishing industry is provided by the boom in remaindering and reprinting, where the "major power source behind the growth is the revival of the hardcover reprint after many years of obscurity."or In addition to the small-edition reference or scholarly book of interest primarily to libraries, the reprint boom includes large numbers of mass
market titles sold through remaindering mechanisms. Remaindering it'
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self, long viewed as a barely legitimate segment of the industry, has
been sanitized and made profitable, thus contributing to the growth of
reprinting with which it shares many striking similarities and complementary differences.56
Mangouni reviewed current microform publishing programs at major university pressesand concluded that microform is likely to come
into increasing acceptance.User resistancehas tended to slow the growth
of this and other areas of microform publishing, but economic factors
continue to create financial problems for university presses,as well as
for the academic libraries that constitute their principal market.s? The
predictable result was expansion of microform programs because of advantages in speed and economy of production and the equally predictable sense of acceptance on the part of scholars who "have begun to
take the pragmatic view that microform publication is preferable to
nonpublication."68
'
An interesting study of the effects of cost-plus pricing as adopted by
Richard Abel & Co. was conributed by Andresen'sgAlthough this jobber

Iist prices.
Neubauer and Selbmann surveyed the application of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) in book production and for library
purposes in various countries. Based on the results of a questionnaire
which was sent to sixteen countries,'the authors conclude that the prob-
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clusion of 94 volumes with prices over $50 brings the overall average to
$23.01. It would be useful, and perhaps enlightening, to have more computations of this sort for other categories.
Prices of paperbacks also chalked up substantial gains, with the average price of trade paperbacks increasing l7 percent to $4.38 per volume.
American book title output rose to almost 41,000 titles, or about 2.2
percent over the 1973 total. New books recorded in the Weekly Record
increased 9 percent, but listings of new editions dropped by more than
l3 percent. With estimates for 1974 not yet available, book sales for
1973 advancedby 6.3 percent over that of 1972.
In Summary
It is clear from this review of resources activity and literature in
1974 that the process of adjusting to rising prices and declining sources
of funds has continued. Indeed, there is some evidence which indicates
that a fundamental change has begun in terms of the way librarians see
their responsibilities in the area of resources. The work of recent years
has shown a renewed interest in meeting patron needs by methods other
than simple purchase, including a more realistic view of cooperative acquisitions. And latest evidence suggeststhat this processhas been extended to the point that librarians are beginning to realize not merely the
fact, but also the necessity,of the interdependence of their institutional
resources. It is to be hoped that future reviews in this series will report
the continuation of this trend.
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Introduction
fN 1974, THE TREND TOWARD COOPERATION and standardizaI tion continued, with an emphasis on consolidating existing resources
fnd on eliminating duplication of efforts. Relatively few innivative experiments were launched. Major efforts were devoted to the utilization,
improvement, and refinement of existing programs and resources. Economic stringency and rising costs have made cooperation and sharing of
resources and records not only desirable, but mandatory.
In some areas of library service, particularly in cataloging, standardization has been accomplished to the extent that cooperation is feasible
on a much larger scale than ever before. In areas where varied practices
and diverse standards still exist, efforts are being made to incorporate
them into a more widely accepteduniform standard.
Literature and activities in the field of cataloging and classification
in 1974 indicate a convergence of hitherto separate programs and efiorts.
Recent years have witnessed many regional activities, but now the time
appears to be ripe for consideration of cooperative eftorts and central
bibliographic control on the national and even international level. Both
in this country and abroad, national and international plans for library
and information services are being discussed and formulated. In these
plans, centralized cataloging figures prominently as a major component.
Progress made in standardization and in modern technology, which enables remote accessto, and utilization of, central bibliographic records,
promises to turn the dream of "universal bibliographic control'f into an
imminent reality.
The following discussion of the major trends and significant publications in the areas of cataloging and classification in the year of 1974
includes a few items which appeared late in 1973 and were not cov-
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ered in last year's article. The discussion is organized under four broad
headings: centralized and cooperarive efforts, bibliographic records, descriptive cataloging, and subject analysis.
Centrali,zed and Cooperatiae Efrorts
The major theme in this area is national and international planning,
networking being the key word. Network is the title of a new serial
Iaunched at the beginning of 1974 which includes reporrs on networking
activities around the world.l Resource sharing in libraries was the theme
of a conference during which network technology was discussed at considerable length.2 The proceedings of the Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing include papers describing the experiences of
various existing networks and cooperative efiorts.a Networhs for Research and Education contains the proceedings of a series of three conferenceson the potential of resource-sharingin a nationwide network.l
Networking was also the central topic of several other meetings. The
AlA/Information
Scienceand Automation Division held an institute entitled "Alternatives in Bibliographic Networking; or, How to Use Auromation Without Doing It Yourself" with the purpose of reviewing the
options available in cooperative cataloging and library networks.E Cooperative endeavors constituted the theme of a conference on interlibrary
cooperation sponsored by the Mountain Plains Library Association.o
Overseas, "Information Networking and Systems Interconnection in
South East Asia" was chosen as the name of a training course held in
Japan.T Among the topics announced was a discussion on standards and
tools (machine-readable cataloging, international standard bibliographic
descriptions, terminology, classification, thesauri, etc.) for the interconnection of systems and services. In West Germany, library cooperation
was the theme of a conference held in 1973 which included papers on
networking.s The proceedings of a meeting on shared cataloging with
participants from west European countries present the results of discussions on the implications of centralized production of bibliographic information to be used for cataloging purposes in libraries of western
Europe and reveal a general feeling that there is need of a system of national centers unit€d into an international network.e At the first Conference on Asian Library Cooperation, it was suggestedthat one method of
cooperation is for libraries to provide basic bibliographic information
in an understandable form when sending Asian-language publications
as gifts or on exchange.ro
The conferences were accompanied by a great deal of action. In the
United States, the existing networks such as the Ohio College Library
Center (OCLC) and the New England Library Network (NELINET)
continue to be active and to expand, while new ones are being formed
or contemplated. Many states and metropolitan areas now have library
consortia and networks serving specific areas. With the advancement in
modern technology, networking activities are now able to connect much
larger areas. Many interstate networks are coming into existence. Grib-
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liographic Data Center with a computer-based catalog of holdings in the
four libraries.ls It is hoped that this cooPerative efiort will result in

ment and operation.u
It is cleir from the discussion above that the trend in networking is
toward ever-expanding territories. It is only logical as well as economical
that the local and regional cooperatives should eventually lead to a nationwide network. The first steP in that direction was taken by the
National commission on Libraries and Informarion science (NCLIS)
with the issuance of the first draft of "A New National Program of Li

and its lack of social context,lo 1ot its failure to address the users'
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In other countries, regional and national networks are also active. In
a series of articles, Beacoik, Beckman, and Maclean discuss Canadian Ii-

secretariat, with two
luly 1974, absorbed the former IFLA cataloguing
to the source as Posas
near
once,
only
item
"to
each
catalog
major goals:
sibie; ind to make bibliographic information on all publications issued
in all countries available in an inrernationally accepted form,"zz A state'
ment of policy and goals has been prepared by the director of the new
UBC Office.2s-An abbreviated version of the statement was uSed as the
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A similar theme, "National and International Library planning," was
adopted by the fortieth IFLA General Council meeting held in Washington, D.C., in November. Thus, the trend is clearly toward international networking envisioned by some as "similar to the planning of an
interstate highway system. within the next few years, the pattern of information collaboration will be Iike a map of small country roads leading to the interstates which crossnational borders."s0
The networking activities involve and affect the entire library system
and all facets of library service, but the implication for cataloging is
particularly significant. At the heart of all the planning and endeavors
is the idea of consolidated efforts in creating and distributing bibliographic records. Activities in specific areas of cataloging and classification indicate an awarenessand consciousnessof these movements on the
national and international scale.
Bibliographic Records
An effective system of bibliographic control, particularly on the national or international level, must be predicated on standardized structure
and format for records. Recent developments in this area have been encouraging. Avram reporrs on a series of meetings sponsored by the Council on Library Resources to discuss the implications of bibliographic
data basesbeing built around the country and the possibilities of sharing these resources. The participanrs agreed that the MARC format,
which has been adopted as both a narional and an international format
. by the American National Standards Insritute (ANSI) and the Inrernational Organization for Standardization (ISO) respectively, should be
the format for the interchange of bibliographic data.sr This series of
meetings resulted in the forming of a group called the Conference to
Explore Machine-Readable Bibliographic Exchange (CEMBI).
At the Library of Congress, the MARC system continues to expand
and serve libraries across the nation. At midyear, the LC MARC data
base contained approximately 450,000 records for monographs and
33,100 records for other types of materials. Progress is being made on
the Multiple Use MARC System (MUMS). An initial version began operation earlier in the year, and a second version, to support the redesign
of the MARC input system and the automated process information file
project, was to replace the initial version later in the year.82
The Canadian MARC format has been designed as a part of the CanadianalCataloguing Subsystem.asPhase I of the automation of Canadiana, limited to monographs and theses in microform, became fully
operational in 1974. fts computerized cataToging system now produces
the text for parts I and II of Canadiana, cards for all National Library
catalogs and for a proof service, and MARC tapes for a pilot distribution project.sa In other countries, the Australian MARC specification
has been issued, and Germany has produced a MARC format named
MABI (Maschinelles Austauschformat fiir Bibliotheken).ao Devised for
monographs, serials, periodical articles, and authority files, MABI has
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been adopted by the data'processing subcommittee of the Deutsche
Forschung'sgemeinschaft as the German exchange format.36 Its first user
is the De-uische Bibliothek, which applies the new format in the comserpilation of the Deutsche Bibliographii, no* also available as a taPe
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gram has been in operation for over two years, its effectivenessis being
assessed.A survey conducted in March, and the first of a series of regional workshops on the program held in the same month at Rutgers University, revealed librarians' desire for even greater publisher participation and increasing coverage and their wish to have the CIP entry estab.
lished in a standardized format from which catalog cards can be reproduced dir.ectly.l+ Bunnell reports on the results of an inquiry sent to
New Jersey college and university libraries, which confirm those of the
workshop and the survey mentioned above.a6A "mini-symposium" on
CIP reported savings in cost and time as the immediate benefits of the
program, but indicated that there seems to be a general lack of understanding on the part of many librarians about the intended purpose and
scope of the program.a6
In addition, some users have experienced less effectiveness with the
CIP program than others. Berman reports that titles acquired by Hennepin County libraries and Orange (N.J.) public libraries carried CIP data
at a tate of 37 percent as compared with the projected claims of 55 to 80
percent coverage of current U.S. imprints.az Scilken criticizes the program for not fulfilling the need of many libraries for swift delivery of
printed catalog cards at a reasonable cost for every American trade
book.a8 An interesting view from the other side of the fence-the pub.
lishers-is presented by Pascal,who discussesthe processesand the problems involved in the participation by a publisher in the CIP program
and points out that there are really no immediate obvious benefits to the
publisher.lo
Several other countries have also developed CIP programs. Brazil's
program, begun in 1971, continues to expand; Australia has initiated a
full-scale CIP program in t9f3;so West Germany has a pilot project trying out CIP with one publisher; and Canada, Great Britain, and Mexico
have also expressedgreat interest in establishing such a program.6l Russia's CIP program now includes 185 central republican regional and district publishing houses which bring out books that contain a call mark
and a model of an annotated card, and a number of individual publishing houses of the allied republics that produce a prepared catalog card
at the same time as the book.6z To assist the development of CIP programs, IFLA has secured a grant from the lJnesco Division of Documentation, Libraries and Archives for a study of existing systems and
current proposals for cataloging in publication, and of the conditions
for its successfulapplication in countries at difierent stages of development.68
The technique of producing catalogs, the major form of bibliographic records, continues to be a topic of interest. Micrographics has
now been combined with the technology of the computer in catalog production, resulting in lower costs and more efficient updating. Computer
output microfilm (COM), in particular, is attracting a great deal of attention. The proceedings of the COM Cataloguing Workshop Seminar
present the results of an investigation into the use of COM for library
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catalogs.ra Gibson describes the BIBCON system which accepts data
from several different input devices and can produce a variety of output
formats by line printer, photocomposition, or computer output microform.65 Phillips discusses the pros and cons of the computeiized book
catalog vs. the manual card catalog with particular reference to map collections.66 Tucker has compared the cost of producing difierent physical
forms of catalogs with output from a bibliographic data base, including
line printer hard copy, COM for ofiset/litho printing, magnetic tape for
phototypesetting, 16mm microfilm, microfiche, and ultrafiche.rz
Concerning the more traditional form, the card catalog, Farris describes and compares various kinds of "cataloger's cameras" and copiers
used in producing complete catalog card sets and comes to the conclusion
that the technique has not advanced a great deal in the last decade. However, he suggests that the equipment used by OCLC for producing complete catalog cards sets,although not including a cataloger's camera, provides a better answer for the need of libraries.sa
With regard to the arrangement of the catalog, two activities are
worth reporting. The ALA/RTSD
Computer Filing Commitee, using
the rules embodied in Filing Arrangement in the Library of Congress
Catalogs (provisional version, l97l) as a starting point, is attempting to
arrive at an agreement on points common to all types of catalog arrangement.6e The British Library has established a Filing Rules Committee
with the objectives of drawing up a code of filing rules for use by the
British Library and a simplified subset for systems with less complex requirements and presenting the rules to the Library Association as a contribution toward the formulation of a national library filing standard.60 Also on the topic of filing is Anderson's comparison of four
difierent methods of arrangement of Chinese-languageauthor-title catalogs.61
D e scri,ptia e Cataloging
The major events in 1974 were the publication of the first standard
edition ot ISBD(M): International Standard Bibliographic Desuiption
for Monographic Publicati.ons and the revised edition of chapter 6 (incorporating chapter 9) of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules
(AACR).62 The standard edition of ISBD(M) retains rhe strucrure of
the preliminary edition published in 1971. The revised text includes
more details and examples and incorporates the decisions made at the
ISBD(M) revision meeting in 1973. With the publication of the definitive text of ISBD(M), the four aurhors of AACR proceeded ro complete the revision of chapter 6 of. AACR, with the redrafting done by
Paul W. Winkler of the Library of Congress.The major changes in the
revised edition lie in the areas of punctuation, statement of authorship,
and imprint. The Library of Congress began implementing the new
rules in September and Tate has prepared a guide outlining the difierences between the revised and the original rules.ffi
Meanwhilg work on revising the entire AACR progresses steadily. A
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the revision is scheduled to begin in January 1g75, and, the target date
for publication of the revised edition is lg77.6a paul W. Winl.ler has
been appointed editor, with Michael Gorman from Britain serving as associate editor.

generally agreed theoretical basis.6eDomanovszky questions the validity
of cataloging rules which assign main enrry to an editor or a compiler
and advocatesabolishing such rules.o?
One major area of emphasis in the revision of. AACR is the cataloging of nonbook materials. Various standards are currently in use and efforts are being made to incorporate them into a uniform text to be included in AACR. Early in 7974, the Library of Congress began work on
a revision of chapter 12 of AACR which includes nonbook instructional
materials in addition to materials for projection. The draft has been
presented formally to the Catalog Code Revision Committee.os
In the meantime, librarians are still faced with the problem of
choosing among several existing codes. Massonneau ofiers some suggestions based on consideration of the function of the catalog in the media center, the cataloging problems presented by nonbook media, the
methodology of the code, and a number of practical matters.ce
In the same area, work toward international standardization has also
been initiated. IFLA is sponsoring, with a granr from unesco, a survey
of existing systems and current proposals for cataloging nonbook materials.To
While the revision of AACR is progressing sreadily, grearer agreement
-on cataloging principles is also being achieved outside the AngloAmerican sphere. The newly published Swedish and. Danish cataloging
rules were developed with the aAcR as the model for the determination of the enry and the form of headings and with the /SBD as the
basis fol the descriptive section.?l A French translation of the AACR
(North American text) has also been published.zz
In German-speaking countries, efiorts have been made in recent years
to develop the Regeln fiir die alphabetische Katalogisierung (RAK), in-
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corporating the Paris Principles and 1SBD. Tamberg provides a summary
of recent developments.?8Some of the concepts in the new rules, particula.rly corporate authorship and the mechanical (rather than grammatical) title, are new to German librarians. A number of authors have
discussed the rationale of the rules, with explanatory examples. Kittel
explains the entries under names of persons and corporate bodies and
titles.TaOppen discussesthe general rules with regard to the functions
of the alphabetical catalog and the unit card.?6 Kaltwasser ftaces the
genesisof the rules, explains their structure, and discussestheir application.76 Landwehrmeyer discusses the problems encountered in introducing RAK into established university libraries.?? In these expositions, attempts are constantly made to compare the new rules with the former
practice according to the Prussian Instructions.
Although the various cataloging codes do not agree in every detail,
they have been developed with the Paris Principles and the ISBD(M) as
the bases. In this sense, greater international agreement has been
achieved in cataloging than in any other area of library service.
The cataloging of government publications was a major topic of discussion at several workshops, among which wer€ the two federal documents regional workshops mentioned earlier. Kanely reports on a workshop on the indexing and bibliographic control of government publication.78
Neddermeyer discussestwo alternative methods for the cataloging of
maps, and Bergen presents a general discussion on the classification, cataloging, and filing of maps.?eA similar topic was discussed by Daehn,
Hansen, and Horhota.so It was reported that work on developing an
ISBD(Maps) has been initiated by the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing.sr
Several cataloging manuals were issued or revised in 1974, including
Boll's programmed manual for entry headings, Croghan's manual for
simplified cataloging, Piercy's classic manual as revised by Sanner, and
the revised Wisconsin manual for nonbook materials.sz
On the scholarly side, Lehnus' attempt to determine a canon of
works on cataloging by means of citation analysis has identified 184 most
frequently cited works, among which six were designated "super-classics"
and eight "classics."88
Monographic Series, a serial publication issued by the Library of
Congress beginhing in 1974, listing catalog entries for individual issues
in monographic series,is a most welcome tool to catalogers. It facilitates
particularly the handling of analytics. The publication of another useful tool, entitled Library of Congress Name Headings uith References,
has been announced, also to be issued serially.
Subi,ectAnalysis
Three theoretical works on classification have appeared. Jolley presents the design of a general classification system based on integrative
level theory correlated r,vith set theory in mathematics. The field of
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knowledge is divided into rwo perceprion classes,each further divided
into eight integrative levels.saBased bn a review and anarysis of a variety of classification schemes, such as enumerative schemes, faceted
schemes,thesauri, subject headings, etc., Rudel'son advocates the establishment of a single basic scheme for classification which could serve as
the basis-in designing special schemes.s6
Jones anaryzes the ^process of
classificationin rerms of distinction, grouping, and hierarchy.se
on the more pracrical side, new editions of various schedules of the
Librar;' of congress classification system are being prepared and new
schedules for the K class are being developed. Th; initial step toward
fulfilling the long-felt need of a general index to the LC scheiules has
been taken. Elrod, Inouye, and iurner have combined the individual
indexes of LC schedules. However, as the introduction points out, this
index, bejng a preliminary edition, "perpetuares many of the weaknesses
of the individual indexes."8z
tfe Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC), major attention in prefor
paring the nineteenth edition is being given to the life sciences,roiiology' history and civilization, and music. A revision of the subdivisions
of area notation 42, reflecting the recent changes in the local government administrative boundaries of England and w"les, has. been comA- complete version of the revision has been published for Brit.pl"l:|
ish libraries and a summary for use by libraries outsiie Britain has also
been made available.se In order to achieve a high d.egreeof concordance
-users-of
in the application of DDC amons the maior
the system, the
Decimal classification Division of the Libriry of congress had entered
an arrangement to work closely with canadiana in assigning DDc numbers to publications. LC has made similar arrangementi prJviously with
two other major national bibliographies, the British National Bibliography and the australian Nationat Bibtiograplzy. The DC Division continues to broaden its coverage of titles caLloged by LC, aiming at covering, in the near future, all titles included in the MARC rJcord. For
French-speaking users, a French version of DDC l8 has been pubIished.ee
Relatively few studies appeared concerning the theoretical or strnctural aspect of DDC. Among these is stevenson's discussion of the reasons for and desirability of the centered headings, a device which causes
a breakdown in the notational expressivenessof the system.eo
The universal Decimal classification (uDc) is now available in
various editions-full, medium, or abridged-in twenty-three languages.
Laan and wijn report on the development of the standard Reference
code (sRC) to fulfill the FID need for a new supersrructure of uDC
and the uNrsIST need for a broad system of ordering (BSo) and discuss the influence that sRC will have on the revision of uDC.sr The
new edition of Bliss' Bibliographic classificarion has now been scheduled for publication early in 1975. According to Broughton, the new
edition will repres€nt a ra(lical revision and'updating of the original,
making use of significant developments in clasiification theory of the
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pasr thirry years.ezThere is still no definite date for the publication of
ih" ,"rr"ttih'edition of the Colon Classiftcation. One of the 1973 issues
of Herald of Library Sciencewas designated as "Ranganathan Memorial
Number" and. includes papers concerning the man and his theory;
As in the previous yiai, the area of subject headings-wasthe least explored u-orrf the topics relared to cataloging and classific-ation, particuiarly in term"sof theoretical work. The publication of the eighth edi
tion of Subiect Head,ings Used.i,n the Dicii,onary Catalogs of th'e.Library
of Congresi (LCSH),'a ari'aited by librarians across the country with some
year, has again been delayed until 1975, "for reaeagerne"ssfor over
sois of computerization,"es but the coverage has been expanded to a
cumulation of the seventh edition and all iupplements issued through
1973, instead of 1972 as previously announced- A new feature of the
eighth edition will be ut i..otop"nying edition in microform, issued on
an" experimental basis, listing thi headings and cross-Ieferences.Torking'
ton reports on the project of the university of california Library Automatilon Program in cumulating the 1966 through 1971 LCSH supplements.94
In the field of indexing, coates discussesrelational analysis as an alternative to the "categoriial" view of syntactic structure.er Mackenzie
reports on the investi{ation of the suitability of Farradane's- system of
as a German-language indexing tool, with the conreiational indexing-the
method was found efiective in German, it would
clusion that since
appear that the semantic interpretation of texts is independent of the
linguistic influences of the langual
card index system based on, but wit
optical coincidence system.oTWall
of building up an indexing langual
any special retrieval system into the
t.po.i on a series of programs developed to process data bases consisting
of textual items and'to index and clissify the data items in accordance
with an automatically generated classification system.eeSalton and Yang
review the existing praitice in automatic indexing and evaluate the stan'
dard theories uttd iechniques for the specification of term values (or
weightsl.roo Sparck Jones iiscusses the logic of difteren-t types of index
und" describes experimenti testing weighting schemes of
t"tti ."ignting
these types.lol
In a lucid and enlightening essay,Austin deals with the development
of the preserved Contixt Index System (PRECIS), an indexing system
based on the grammar-syntax idea of context dependency u-sed by the
British Natioial Bi,btiography in its subject index, traci-ng-its developmenr back to its germinil origin in the research of the Classification Research Group foia general classification scheme, through various stages
of application and d-evelopment at BNB, and looking forward to future
deroeiipment and use of ihe system beyond BNB.roz The essay also includes the final schema of role operarors used in PRECIS, which supelsedesall those published prior toJanuary 1974. Many examples are proVolumel9,Number ),Summer 1975
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vided to illustrate the operation of the system. The essayis worth reading for both its historical and practical values. A manual on the system
has also been published.lo3 Balnaves reports on the use of PRECIS in
the Australian National Bi.bliograpfty, discussesthe difficulty resulting
from using two systems of indexing (DDC and PRECIS) when the
"gears of the two systems do not mesh perfectly," and compares
PRECIS with l,Csl7.1o1
On the practical side, several thesauri for specific fields and disci'
plines have appeared, among which is a list of indexing terms for library and information science compiled by Gilchrist and Gaster.106In
Cross-Reference Index, Atkins correlates selected headings for the same
concepts and subjects from six sources: LCSH, Sears List of Subiect
Headings, Readerl Guid,e, New Yorh Times Index, Public Afiairs Infor'
mation Seraice Bulletin, and Business Periodical Index.106 It is useful
for retrieval of library materials, as well as providing interesting examples for the study of terminology and vocabulary trsed in indexing and
subject headings.
Canclusion
Nineteen seventy-four has been mainly a year of action rather than
theory. In terms of scholarly works in the field of cataloging and classification, this has not been a productive year. Flowever, viewed from the
practical aspect, much has been accomplished and cornerstones have
been laid in many areas for future development and progress. Looking
back, one must consider this ^ yeat of awakening to the possibilities of
library cooperation on a scalenever realized before.
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A New Versionof Chapler12 of the
Anglo-AmericonCatologing Rules
B. R. Tucrnn
Principal Descriptiue C atalo ger
D esu i ptia e C atalo gin g Diaisi.on
Library of Congress

In the last two years indiuiduals and organizations in Canada, Great
Britain, and, the United States haue issued,four important documents
uhich deal with the cataloging of nonbook materials. After being
stud.ied carefully at the Library of Congress,these dacuments uere used
extensiuely in the preparation of a draft reuision of chapter 12 of the
Anglo-American Cataloging Rules. 7,&e resulting dralt is compared with
the four documents used as source material, uith information giten
concerning the couerage and structure of each and the difierences in
details in those rules which deal with main entry, medium designators,
imprint, and physical description.

-l-HE AMERTCAN LIBRARY
ASSOCTATTON (ALA), the Canadian
r Library Association, and the Library of Congress (LC) are presenrly
engaged in rewriring chapter 12 of the Anglo-American Cataloging
Rules (AACR) in order to provide revised rules for the nonbook works
presently covered in this chapter and to provide new rules for instructional materials not presendy covered in any chapter of the AACR.
This rewritten chapter will become part of the North American text of
the rules. In New York at the 1974 Annual Conference of the American
Library Association, the Library of Congress presented to the Catalog
Code Revision Committee a first draft of this revision of chapter IZ.
In making the presentation, LC pointed out the differences found in
comparing the most important of the recently published standards and
rules relating to nonbook material and indicated also the way in which
the draft revision differed from each of the items noted below. The remarks made on that occasion have formed the basis of the text of this
article, but changes made in later versions of the draft have been taken
into account and the presenr rexr reflects the situation as of May l9?b,
following approval of the final draft by the Catalog Code Revision Committee at its meeting of 18-19 April 1975. publication of the revised
Manuscript received November lg74; accepted for publication
May 1975.
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Chapter l2 is anticipated in summer of this year.
fhe drafr revision of chapter 12 of the AACR is intended insofar
as possible to exploit the results of extensive earlier work reflected in
four documents; Non-booh Materi,als Cataloguing Rules, prepared by

while the scope of the draft is limited to motion pictures, fiImstrips,
videorecordings, slides and. transparencies, and special instructional materials not previously covered in AACR.
An initial decision was made to write an entirely new chapter instead

medium.
An examination

of the codes made it immediately
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aPParent that
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there was great similarity both in general philosophy and in many details of description. The major points of divergence were (l) the British placemeni of the medium designator in the collation arca and (2)
the AECT rule for arbitrary title main entry in all cases. There is of
course a superficial appearance of disagreement on dvery page of the
several codei because of great difterences in approach, in wording, in details of stucture, and in general style. But disagreement is not aPParent
in the substance of the rules. It seems necessaryto say this in order to
put into perspective the remainder of these remarks which concentrate
on how t[e piesent draft and the existing codes difier in the matters of
structure, coverage, main entry, medium designators, imprint, and physical description.
The following comparison concentrates on the publications identified as British rules, Canadian rules, and AECT standards. Nonpri'nt
Medi,a Guidelines, cited earlier as a fourth source on which the draft of
chapter 12 depends, is a document of six leaves which, as its title indi'
cate;, is too restricted in scope to figure in the comParison as often as the
other three publications. No criticism of any of the publications is intended by stitements in this article. All were invaluable in the writing
of the draft and will continue to be so as work progresses toward the
completion of the new chapter 12.
Structure
The AECT standards consist of two sections: the first is devoted to
general cataloging rules, applicable to all media; the second consists of
specialized rules for individual media, providing for each, information
on the source and choice of title and on physical description. Examples
and definitions are also provided for each medium,
The Canadian rules include general rules intended to cover all media, with individual media covered in detail by individual supplements
devoted to definitions, additions, and exceptions to the general rules.
These supplements always cover collation but otherwise vary from medium to medium; they may also give special directions for main entry,
imprint, etc. The special rules include many examples showing complete
catalog records.
The British rules also include general rules followed by special rules.
The special rules aie divided into three sections: "Graphics and three'
dimensional representations," "Motion pictures," and "Sound Recordings." Each of these sections includes rules general to that section as well
as special provisions for physical description, all of which constitute excepiions to or amplifications of the main section of general rules. The
'special provisions include some definitions. Complete catalog entries are
not used as examples; portions of examples are given illustrating specific points throughout the rules.
The LC draft has one set of rules covering entry and all aspects of
description. Some of these are subdivided into special rules dealing with
certain of the media; the rules for physical description include particu'
larly extensive and specialized treatment for each medium. Fortions of
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catalog records, rather than complete entries, are provided as examples
throufhout the draft, and definitions are Provided in a seParate glossary.
Coaerage

scope of the revised chapter 12, the American, British, and canadian
.olo .orr.t virtually the same items. Of the many media included in one
or more of the sets of rules, the draft omits only machine-readable files
(inctuded in AECT and canadian nrles and Nonprint Media Guide'
iines) and laboratory kits and radiographs (include.d in the British
rules). Conversely, ali of the media treiteb by ihe draft are_included in
each of the sets of rules with the single exception that the British rules
do not include "flash cards."
Main Entry
The AECT srandards specify that "the entry for all audiovisual ma'
terials will be by title," but also provide that "if an audiovisual work is
an exact reproduction of another work . . . it may be entered in the same
manner as the original work."2
In the British" rules main entry is determined by the criteria for a
"statement of primary intellectual responsibility." Herg a Person oI cofporate body's bverall'responsibility for the whole of the intellectual or
artistic conient of the work must be "both l) clearly attributed as such
in the work of other authoritative source, and 2) such that the name has
a primary significance in the identification of the work."8 It should also
be noted-that the "Motion pictures" section of the British rules includes
this provision: "Primary intellectual responsibility is not normally at'
tributed in motion pictures, and the General Rule is consequently not
used."a

scribestitle main entry with few exceptions.
The general principles of authorihip of. AACR have been applied in
the draft with the single exception that main entry under the name of
a commercial firm is expressly forbidden.
Med.ium Designators
As already indicated, the draft prescribes that the medium designator
be a generic term applying ro tha medium rather than to the specific
item being cataloged-and that it be placed directly after the title. (A
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mor€ specificdesignatormay be indicated in rhe physicaldescriptionor
in $e notes area.)The following rermsare used is.medium designators
in the draft:
chart
diorama
filmstrip
flash card
game
kir
microscope slide

model
motion picture
realia
slide
transParency
videorecording

Only the British rules place the medium designator as the first elethe physical description area, rather thin following the title."
T:"t_il
The British medium designitors rend to be specific rather thin geneiic,
e.g., "EVR," "videodisc,"""vid.eotape," ..flipchart," ,,wallchart," ,;laboratory kit," "relief model." This accords well with placing the designator
cific elements of description pertainrt to the example of it in hand. In
ree-dimensional representations," the
: word "set" when a group of items
ly other points of variance are differences.in terminology: the British "cinefilm; for "motion picture" and
"specimen" for "realia."
The canadian rules agree with the medium designators used in the
draft with a single exception: "videorecord" rather than "videorecordirg."
Nonprint Med'ia Guidelines agree except that the word "slide" is
used in the Guideline$ to designate both microscope and diapositive
slides, whereas the draft, consid6ring these as two different media, uses
the terms "microscope slide" and "slide."
The AECT standards agree with the draft excepr for the following
points:
l. "Mock-up" and "model" are given separate designators, but provision is made for using "model" for both media when it ii not
necessaryto distinguish between rhe two.
2. "Slide" is used for both microscope and diaposirive slides.
3. "Specimen" is used instead of .,realia.,'
4. "Videorecord" is used instead of "vicleorecording," although the
single AECT example shows "videorecording', as tie word usid.
5. "Videotape" is provided as a separate designator in addition to
"videorecord" (the draft uses one designator ..videorecording" to
cover all videorecordings, whether on film, tape, or disc).
Imprint
The AECT standards provide for a starement which may include the
following items: producer, sponsor, and releasing agent. The rocation of
an entity is excluded from this sraremenr. The dati of release is added
at the end of the statement with a copyright date being equated with the
releasedate and being transcribed with the copyright iymbol omitted. A
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tor is located, and the name of the distributor. The provision for date
allows the date of production if the date of release is not available but
does nor provide for giving both when they are difierent.' Copyright
dates are not mentioned.
The canadian rules also use the term "imprint." This consists of the
following elements:
l. plice, which is the location of the producer-but place need be
given only if the body is obscure, has a common name' or is a government printer;
2. the producer or.manufacturer;
3. the distributor and releasing agent, if significant; and
4. date.
The special motion picture rule for "imprint" agreeswith the unrevised
chapter 12, providing for sponsor, producer, releasing agent, and date
of release.

release, or distribution are given and there ale provisions for copyriSht
dates, approximate dates, ani production dates for appropriate rnaterials,
with prbvision also for the absenceof a date similar to that of the ISBD
for monographs.
Physical Desniption
The rules or standards for physical description are remarkably similar in the American, British, and Canadian rules used in preparing the
draft. This similarity is attested by the following brief list of variations, which cohstitute the totality of major variations over a very bload
range of media.
AECT standards
L The word "color" is not abbreviated when used in the physical
265 .
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description; the draft usesthe abbreviation "col."
2. Under "chart," there is no mention of "flipchart,'r and specifications,for charts,include a description of the mounting; the draft
provides for "flipchart" under 'thart" and ignores m6unting for
charts.
3. The provision for filmstrips does not include any explanation for
counting the number of frames; the draft includes specific directions for counting unnumbered frames.
4. For kits, the physical description is usually omitted in favor of a
note; the draft provides for an explicit physical description area
in all cases.

overlays parentherically in the physical description area.
British rules

settes' or loops; and playing time are mentioned with the implication in
an explanatory note that depending on the institurion foi which the
cataloging is being done, only one of these several indications of "extent" would be given, e.g., for a lending library, the number of reels.
For videotape also, the British rules include a multitude of data elements listed under the headings "qualifiers," ',extent," and ,.enrich-

Canadian rules
L For charts, the size of the mount is prescribed; the dra{t ignores
the mount.
2. F9,r dioramas, only the number of pieces (or ..r,arious pieces,,) and
color are prescribed; the draft prbvides for size, tt.rmbet of ngures, etc., material, or any other specification as appropriate.
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3. For filmstrips, the rerm "filmslip" is used as ap-propriate in-the collation (buf not as a medium designator). If -the ll-u-t-:. of a film'
strip ari unnumbered, the extent is expressedas "l roll," "l film..1 filmslip," but an optional rule for counting agrees
strip," or
witir the draft. The'draft does not include "filmslip" as a specific
term to be used in the physical description area; it provides for
counting unnumbered frames f if practical':'
4. For flasf, cards, the size of the mo,rnt is prescribed; the draft ig'
nores the mount.
5. For microscope slides, the type of mount is given parenthetically'
e.g., " (Glass)"; the draft ignores type of mount'
6. For slides, "srereograph"ls used'is a specific indicator instead of
the draf t's "stereoscoPic."
Z. For videorecords, tliere is somewhat detailed ffeatment for the
three formats of film, tape, and disc, with recording mode and
playback speed.indicated in the collation area in some cases' and
?.line, field, and colour standards" indicated in notes in some cases.
The draft's rule for videorecordingp confines the physical descrip'
tion area to form (reel, cassette,cartridge, or disc), number of
physical units, runni'ng time, -sound and Color statements, and diof physical u"nits; other specifications are not en-umerated
ir"nrio*
although it ii aisumed that those which are necessarywould aPPear
in the notes area.
Special Features
The rext as published. will include (l) exampl:s of.complete, catalog
entries for eacir medium; (2) a table summarizing the provisions for
physical description of each medium, similar to the table provided in the
ippendix of tire AEcr standards; (3) a glossary of terms; .and (4)- an
ind'ex. It is hoped that inclusion of theie items will expedite the introduction and acceptance of the new practices.
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Part III of lhe Anglo-American Cataloging Rules fu not a de facto
standard for the descriptiue cataloging of nonbook materials because
of limitations of scope, awkwardness of arrangement, and lack of successful integration of the earlier separately published rules uhich it
consolidated in 1967. It is essential that the planned second ed.ition of
AACR be as widely accepted in this part as in its other parts' Significant
postpublication reuision of AACR began with an examinati'on of Part
IU. British and Canadian commi.ttees,not preuiously inuolued in this
Part, are helping to make forthcoming rules acceptable internationally
and among uarious sizes and types of library. Problem areas are exa?n'
ined in detail.

were
TN 1697, THE CURATORS OF THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY
I advised by one of their library assistants that "a dozen or mote
Learned men, who are likewise supposed to hnow boohs better than others, meet so many times a week. . . . To consult whether books with gilt
backs should stand with their backs out or not: whether Authors should
. whether
be placed in Alphabetical order as to their names or not;
when,a book contains many different Tracts of several Authors, under
one general Title, Every author and Tract ought not to be expressedin
the Catalogue."l Printed books had, after all, been around for only
some 250 years, and title pages for a shorter period than that, and there
was no use trying to adhere to a published standard of library practice,
for nobody was so impatient as yet to have rushed one into print.
Manuscript received June lg74; accepted for publication January 1975. Permission
to publish this edited version of a paper presented 22 June 1974 at the C.A.C.II.L.
Media Workshop of the Canadian Library Association conference in
Non-Print
Winnipeg has been graciously extended by the association. A collection of the workshop papers is scheduled to be published soon by the association.
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tion.s The history of the library use of nonbook materials has been
such that the problems of dealing with these materials in general libraries (as opposed to special li6raries for particular media) presle{
earliest and hirclest in school libraries. These libraries, often staffed
only part-time and/or with nonprofessional supervision, trave as often
ttoi ignored AACR and its predecessorseven for books' They look
"t
not for iules aimed at research libraries, but for shortcuts. They did not
(at least in earlier years) want a series of cataloging tools, but one simple how-to-do-it manual incorporating selection, acquisition,_description,
iubject analysis, spine labeling; card ,ypitg, pocket pasting, shelving, and
perirupr even clasification. Akers and Piercy have been their bibles, not
AACR et alia.e

and those for the handling of nonbook materials. This difierence is cru'
cial and cannot be overemphasized: every widely used tw_entieth-century,
simplified cataloging manual for books and_ print media^ has been a
simplification or" ub"iidgment of the full rules accepted for larger li' 269 '
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braries, namely aACR or one of its official predecessors. In the case of
the nonbook manuals, .almost none acknowledges icelf to be an abridgment, simplification, or even an extension of. AACR part III. In faci,
there is still acrimonious dispute over whether the existing formal standafi, AACR, should or should not be the foundation foi such a man-

ff we are to cooperate in cataloging standards are necessary.The remainder of this paper addressestwo questions: (l) How did part III of
AACR come into existence and what is its future? and (2) What are the
prospects of either AACR or any other set of rules becoming a true
"standard;" i.e., a document stamped with the authority of recognized
bodies, and implemented in practice in libraries?
History oIAACR

concerned with music and maps, which could be briefly consulted in the
Iate stages of editorial work. AAC.R notes merely: ..Rules for the
lreatment of_special classes of materials, such as manuscripts, maps,
music, etc., which have been issued from time to time by the Librarv-of.
Congress, have also been revised and included in pari III."I0 In'the
preface of the British Text, there is almost a disclaimer: "suficient time
has not been available for the British commirtees to establish their own
text for certain classesof non-book materials and in these cases the
Norlh American texts have been incorporated. . . ."11
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ciation in l94l; maps and atlases were briefly treated in the _1941ALA
code.lz The 1949 Eules for Descriptiae Cataloging in the Li'bra;ry of
Congress added an ill-fated chaptlr for facsimiles, photocop_ies, and
micr"ofilms, and pamphlet supplements to trre Rules subsequently added
phonorecords (fgSZ), motion pictures and filmstrips (1952), books in
iaised characrers (igb3), manuscripts (1954), and pictures and other
two-dimensional ripresintations (iSSS1.ta The table of contents for
Part III of AACR- identifies these same components, with two exceP'
tions: rules for books in raised characters wire omitted as unnecessary,
and facsimiles, eti., were moved into Part II.
no new medi'
The significant points to note here are: (l) since 19-59.,
um has been added to the list of seParate chapters which cover the media collected by the large research fi6raries, and kits, specimens,-and oth'
er typical school libraiy acquisitions remain notably absent Jrom the
rules"and (2) the several chapters of Part III have remained just that:
discrete .tniti, ind"pendently ievised, which critics say do not coalesce to
form a unified totality.
True' through the early 1960s, most world-wide cataloging efforts
were being direited toward the basic revision of rules for entry and toward interlnational agreement. But on publication of.AACR in 1967, the
Library of Congress-itself was well aware of the inadequacies of Part
III. Id first major proposal for updating AACR as published was a Pre'
sentation of a new-chapter 12 (motion-pictures and filmstrips) in mid1968 to the code revision committees of the four corporate authors of
aacR. The major purpose of the proposal was to provide for slide sets
and other audiovisual materials similar in form to those already covered
by the chapter. within months, the lid blew ofi the Pandora's box of
subsequent efiorts to replace it have proved unavailing.
Part III, urrd
"lt events of ttte period, in chronological order, were: (l)
The significant
LC's re-traction of its chapter 12 proposal for resubmission in 1969 after
further work on rules reliting to-otder new media; (2) the Presentation
of a proposal for the revisioi of Part III in June 1969-b1 J.ean Weihs
of thi Cinadian code revision committee, who had concluded that "any
piecemeal revision of the rules will not solve the problems.inherent in
ihe creation of a useful multi-media catalogue. Therefore, Part III
should be restructured . . ."; (3) the decision of the British committee
in November 1969 that they "would not, aS a general rule, considgr PIoposals for smaller, specific' or piecemeal amendment of the rules for
non-book materials until the comprehensive proposals recommended . . ,
had been completed and considered."r4'16
The June'1969 ALA Annual Conference in Atlantic City pro!{e$
the first"opportunity for representatives of all four authors of AACR
to meet togift"r since the publication of the code and the first occasion
on which-any rules for nonbook materials were officially discussed
among the four. The initiative in formulating rules for nonbool -"terials" began to shift away from the Library of Congreqs/specialist as'
sociation iollaboration which had been responsible for most cif the ex'
' 271 '
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isting rules, and it must be said that the burden lay now insecurely and
uncomfortably on new shoulders. The Library of Congress was not
anxious to put time into the formulation of rules it would not itself
use and claimed to have no expertise in dealing with media other than
those already provided for.r6 The Canadian committee let one of its
members (Jean Weihs) carry the ball on nonbook rules almost alone,
partly becauseof her previous work, but also because the others felt little competence to participate actively. The American committee's min-

nonbook specialistsin l97l and charged it to produce in fairly shorr order
a working draft for submission to the officiil code revision bodies ,'for
legislation into the Anglo-American Catalogui,ng Rules. Ir was hoped
that, through agreement with the Canadiani, an international code of
practice in the cataloguing of non-book media would be achieved."rz
Since 1969, CLA, ALA, and LC representativeshave mer twice a year
or more on code revision, and at least once a year were joined by one or
more LA representatives. The minutes of these meetings show a high
proportion of time spent on nonbook rules between lg70 and early
1973, when attention had to be diverted to urgent matrers in part II of
AACR.

in all possible contexts and with all possible arguments, and it remains
now only to vote on the alternatives.
ControuersiesRelating to Nonbooh Rules

the cataloger is called upon ro describe them in the collation or else-
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viduals often involved? (6) coherence: To what extent is it desirable (or
possible) to make the bibliographic descriptions of the various media
uniform or compatible with each other-and how much eftort should be
made to ensure compatibility between records for nonbook materials
and records for books in a multimedia, or "omni-media" catalog?
These, then, are the controversies, for though there are many other
problems, they are not by and large contentious.
Despite its critics, the existing Part III of.AACR does have a marked
unity. It rationalizes terminology and the location of the medium desig'
nator. It draws many analogies between book and nonbook Presentations
of bibliographic data and treats them as uniformly as possible. Most important, it specifies that "the rules for entry, heading, and description
for books and booklike materials (Parts I and II) apply also in the cataIoging of non-book materials (Part III) to the extent that they are Perti'
nent and unless they are specifically contravened or modified by the rules
in the following chapters."l8
Atthough I have cited "coherence" as the sixth and last controversial
area in the cataloging of nonbook materials, it is in fact the first and
most important issue to settle. Many persons and bodies involved in cata-,
loging nonbook materials either ignore or actively discount the necessity
of unity of approach among the various nonbook media, or between
them and print media. There exist excellent sets of rules for separate
catalogs of films, of recordings, etc. And many of the school-library developed manuals for nonbook materials mentioned earlier consider the
uniform cataloging of these media, but separate these entries from
those for books. This fundamental difierence of approach is summarized here in statements taken from the introductions to the two most significant draft "standards" for cataloging of nonbook materials, the Canadian-based work by Jean Weihs and her many associates, and the
British-based product of the LA Ivledia Cataloguing Rules Committee,
both of which were published during 1973. The former addressesitself
"to libraries and media centres which wish to have an omnimedia cata'
logue," posits that "in order to integrate all entries successfullythe same
cataloguing principles should apply to all media," and recommends that
the practical way to achieve this is to develop rules "according to the
precepts of Parts I and II of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules,
varying these rules only when the nature of the material demands it."rs
The British committee saw "a single prime objective which was to establish, as far as possible from first principles and the evidence of current
needs and practic€s in Great Britain, a comprehensive set of rules having
the widest practical utility in those institutions in which the documentation of non-book materials is a substantial and significant activity.
. . . While there was a need for these rules to retain a basic compatibility
with those for books and printed materials, a satisfactory relationship
with the general principles of. AACR would best follow from-rather
than precede-the attainment of this primary objective."zo
The two are certainly difterent viewpoints, though they are not in
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actual conflict with one another in principle. Because both acknowledge
the need to provide an effective interface with Parts I and II oI AACR,
they are the most significant draft standards now in print. With full recognition of the thoughtful work of individuals such as Antony Croghan
and of associationssuch as the Association for Educational Communications and Technology, we must recognize that the two projects discussed
here are the only ones to have been developed in direct consultation with
the official bodies responsible for the maintenance and revision of
AACR. It is important to note that neither of them has yet received the
official sanction of these bodies jointly, and it is evident that work remains to be done to reconcile the difierences in detail between the two,
perhaps even drawing on some other evidence in the meantime. It is
clearly the intention of the code revision committees to produce a single
uniform text for Part III, as for all other parts of. AACR, in the nearest possible future.
The significance of this will be particularly evident to acddemic librarians, whose commitment to AACR is probably greater than that of
public or school librarians. But to any who remain skeptical of the need
to work within the administrative structure of the corporate agencies
concerned with AACR revision, in view of the complexities and particularly the seemingly interminable delays that this involves, the answer is
that now more than at any time in the past, it is essential to take the
time to achieve an international standard, rather than one which is local
in terms of either geography or type of library. Modifications and
abridgments of the international standard can come later, as they have
for book and booklike materials; but as we look forward to machinereadable records for all library materials, to compatibility with the purposes and precepts of the fnternational Standard Bibliographic Description, and to cooperative cataloging programs involving our national libraries and more regional groupings, it is unrealistic-indeed irresponsible-to proceed outside the only framework we have for international
agreement in cataloging, including as it does not only the process of
AACR revision, but also the related work of the IFLA Commitree on
Cataloguing. It may constitute a ponderous administrative procedure, but
it is indispensable.
One of the reasons it is ponderous, incidentally, is that it tries to be
representative of so many constituencies. In the area of nonbook materials alone, the joint advisory committee to the authors of the Canadian
work comprised representatives of five associations, and the British media rules committee brought together people from a very wide range
of libraries specializing in nonbook materials. It is sometimes charged
that a handful of people meet in secret and change the cataloging rules.
Indeed, it has been fewer than twenty-five persons who held voting power on the revision of AACR, but we listened to all sides of every issue
conscientiously (and at length). Would anyone suppose that each cataIoger, or each catalog user, in North America and the United Kingdom
should be polled for each decision?
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Where do we stand, then, in mid-1974, both in matters of substance
relating to the rules, and in the timetable for completing a "standard"
for nontlook materials? First, with regard to the latter. Both the Canadian and the British works have some considerable status already as
de facto standards, some sixteen thousand copies of the former work
having been sold to date around the world, for example. (In part its
popularity is due to the fact that it is not just a set of descriptive cata'
loging rules, but a complete manual of practice for handling nonbook
materials.)
The rewriting of AACR Part III in the light of the experience of
using these two works is proceeding dishearteningly slowly. It has become
clear that in practice the writing of draft after draft can only be done
at the Library of Congress,or (now) the British Library. No smaller organization can release professional time in the enormous quantities re'
quired, as witness the eleven years it eventually took to rewrite Part I.
Despite the mild protests of the Canadian and British committees that
a revised overall plan for Part III, accommodating all media, should be
agreed upon first, the decision has been made to draft a new chapter 12
for motion pictures, filmstrips, slide sets,and related visual media.21
Reaision ol AACR
It therefore appears that a concerted efiort on Part III will await the
total review of AACR for a new edition, which is now well under way.
At what stage of this review nonbook materials will be dealt with has
not been determined, and the earliest completion date suggestedfor the
whole revision is 1977. However, everyonels well aware of the pressures
from media resource centers, commercial processors, and everyday cata'
logers to promulgate some improvements early. We are also painfully
aware that too )ong a delay could result in the cart drifting so far away
from the horse that they will be forever separated. But the urgency to
incorporate the provisions of the International Standard' Bibliographic
Description (Monographs) into Part II has recently delayed almost all
other committee work on AACR bv nearly two years, and /SBD should
also be considered a'part of any new nonbook iules. We will not have
our rules tomorrow.
The organization for {urther AACR revision is as follows: an editor
(Paul Winkler of the Library of Congress) and an associate editor
(Michael Gorman of the British Library) will work directly with a
Joint Steering Committee of five representing ALA, LC, LA, the
British Library, and the Canadian Committee on Cataloguing. Other
committees for feedback and response in each country will report to the
profession through the library associations of which they are a part and
seek response to ransmit to the Joint Steering Committee. In the American Library Association, there is a considerable proliferation of some'
times ovedapping committees dealing both with cataloging and with
nonbook materials. In Canada, as of 8 March 1974, the functions formerly vested in CLA with regard to the cataloging code were transferred
I/olume 19,Number ),Summer 1975
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canadien de
to the new Canadian Committee on Cataloguing/Comiti
catalogage (CCC) which comprises representatives of CLA, the Association pour I'avancement des sciences.et des techniques -de Ia.documenta'
tion iAS'fED) and the National Library. The secretariat is in the Office
of Library Stindards ar the National Library, and comments from any

committee authority:
.,Nonbook" will be defined differently. In all likelihood, music,
l.
manuscriPts, and perhaPs even maps will be transferred from
part III io Part ll-ot AACR, where microforms and other photoreproductions have already been more closely integrated with the
tr6atment of books and booklike materials. Then what is left will
be divided into more general groups, such as visual materials and
sound recordings, with more attention paid than at Present to
overall patterni of handling the data applicable - to each major
grouping (the British draft rules illustrate this arrangement

of a work.
4. There will be alternatives allowed for simplification or modification in libraries which have valid reasons for not wishing to follow the standard inrernational practice (school libraries may -wish
to treat microforms as a nonbobk medium with a medium desig'
nator after the title; or maP libraries may wish to use a geograph'
ic heading rather than apply the authorship principle for a main
.ase, whatever alternatives are authorized
entry heaiding). In
"tty
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for publication in AACR will be carefully controlled ones which
do not contradict the guiding principles of the code.
Let us conclude with further consideration of the analogy from the
cataloging of books in the late seventeenth century with which we began. It seems ludicrous today to consider any method of arranging authors other than by surname alphabetically or titles other than under
their first word excepting an article. In 1697, these were contentious matters. Today, there are tletailed areas of cataloging where in fact many
libraries do not adhere to the standard to which they have implicitly or
explicitly subscribed. Some do not transcribe a title in the body of the
entry fully, preferring to omit an initial article. Many do not cite roman
numeral paging in the collation, even when it forms a seParate sequence.
A standaid such as AA.CR does not command obedience by virtue of
existence or legislation, but only by virtue of example. Most of us catalog the way we do (sometimes not without grumbling) because in the
early 1700sSir Thomas Bodley and his librarian fixed on certain Patterns
for their catalogs, and more directly because today the Library of Congress, the National Library of Canada, and (finallyl) the British Library
present us with a uniform practice which invites imitation in the inter'
ests of catalog consistency.
Cataloging rules for nonbook materials are so long a'borning because
before they can be fixed as a standard, they must be more Patent\ occeptable than the ill-fated present Part III oi. AACR. Time caught up
with that document, and we may not be given a third chance after an'
other insufficient product. Our greatest difficulty, of course, is nqt that
we don't know our own minds, but that the material we are trying to
catalog adequately is still in a state of flux as to its own indicia of identification. We are, by analogy, nying to catalog the book before the title
page came into existence. How much more adequately we can do it with
the benefit of 400 yearsof hindsight.
How, then, to deal with the nonbook backlog in your library? My
recommendation is to adopt the Weihs/Lewis/Macdonald manual and
hope that the changes from this style when the new AACR finally appeirs will not be too great. Canadian librarians have already adopted
this work in large numbers, spurred perhaps by nationalism in some
cases.In any event, it seems to represent the choice least likely to lead to
serious disappointment in the future.
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Progresson Code Revision
REPORTS ON REVISION OF T}IE Anglo-American Cat'
[IARLIER
r' ' aloging Rules (AACR) have appeared in this journal in the fall
1974 and winter 1975 issues.The following account of recent activities
is based on summaries of minutes of meetings of the Catalog Code Revision Committee (CCRC) in Novembet 1974 and January 1975 pre'
pared by Frances Hinton of the Free Library of Philadelphia.
Rules Changed,
Major revisions of rule 3 (works of shared authorship) and 4
(works produced under editorial direction) appeared in Cataloging Setuice ll2, which also announced the deletion of rule 5 (collections)'
Rules under Di,scussion
The committee has established a number of Rule Review and Revi-

nator.

asserted that the abandonment of rule 6 would have an adverse effect on
the integrity and continuity of existing library catalogs. He pointed out
that thJemerging international standirds arg in fact standards for bibliographic description only and should not be considered a_sreplacements
foicaialoging riiles and codes. Mr. Carpenter proposed deletion of the
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$erial.
Discussion in November of a proposal to modify rure 43 (fullness
of name) to make it reflect more clbsely the paris principles centered on
a conflict between preference for the fullest form of-a name as the

Canadian provinces, to replace those given in Appendix III.G.
Re commendationsRe ceiaed

e-ypointed out that there is no evidence to support his assertion because
there has been no use study. other members o}-the committee supported

r280.
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the view that varying patterns of description do not disturb users of a
changes in the choice and form of entry. Sevcatalog nearly at m.titt
"s
eral niemberi reported greater iase in explaining bibliographic des_crip'
tion using ISBI;(M) thin the previous provisions of AACR' Mr. Spalding noted that, while providing alternate cards was technically. possible,
it was not economically feasible because to do so would require maintenance of two clata bises. It was moved, seconded, and carried unani'
mously (Ms. Hickey abstaining) that CCRC endorsed in- principle the
revised to include the commitHickey rirponr". (The Hickeyit"te-.trt,
by the Board of Diadopted
unanimously
tee's editoiial comments, was
on
20
its
meeting
at
of
RTSD
rectors
'the
January.)
Social Responsibilities
Mr. Berman presented a proposai from
to recommend editorial policy
uring CtnC
Round Table 1Snnl
which would eliminate'sex biises in the second edition of. AACR. After
some discussion of the advisability of broadening the recommendation
to include other groups, a motion was carried unanimously that CCRC
affirmed its inten-tion to work toward (l) elimination of sexist terminology in the rules themselves and (2) achieving greater parity in the
distri6ution of examples among male and female entries.
In January the committee received a statement from the Government
Docunients Itound Table Committee on the Revision of the AngloArnerican Cataloging Rules recommending that (l) the- name of juris
diction of the goietitnetttal unit should always apPear first in the main
and added eniry, (2) the complete hierarchy of a governm-ent author
should be givenin'tire main entry, with variations as added enhies or
references;ind (3) main entry of government author be preferred'
Actions Tahen and ProPosed'
Ms. Hickey reported that she had presented to the lnternational Federation of Libraiy Associations (IFiA) the draft revision of chapter
12, with CCRC's recommendation of its standardized punctuation as the
basis for the International Standard Bibliographic Description for Au'
diovisual Media. After discussion of the importance of ALA's partici'
pation in activities related to universal Bibliographic control, ccRC
voted to recommend to the RTSD Board of Directors that it establish
necessary funding and procedures for regular and official -rePresentation
at international meetinis ancl urged ALA to work toward a reorganization of IFLA that prou"id"t for idequate rePresentation -of professional
bodies within the member associations.In a-related development, Dorothy Anderson of the International office of universal Bibliographic
Control has written to national cataloging committees in counfties
known to be using aacR or codes based-orr AACR seeking general input from those bodies.
Neal Edgar of RRRP Team 2 rePorted in January.-the major conclusions reg-arding ISBD(S): International Stand.ard Bibliographic Description 1ir Seriik. The'chairman noted the general {eeling that American input seems to have been insufficient and that this factor has led to
recommendations that go beyond problems in the wording of the text'
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although the team generally accepted the fundamental features of the
standard. The committee authorized the chairman and Mr. Edgar to rePresent CCRC in negotiations with the Library of Congress and the Canadian Committee on Cataloguing to produce a statement of recommendations of ISBD (S).
The ALA Publication Office proposes to have the text of the new
edition typeset and to manufacture books for marketing by ALA in the
United States and the Canadian Library Association in Canada. It will
offer a film of the set pages to the Library Association for printing and
salesin the United Kingdom afld Europe. The three associationswill be
the copyright holders and will share, one-third each, any fees received
for translation rights. The chairman agreed to Present questions concerning the possibility of a paperbound edition and an abridged edition
to the Joint Steering Committee.

Machine ReadableData

Do pu havea que$ion? A proUem?Pick up
the phone. Write.Youll duap havea friendly
ep€rt hmilbrwith the spedfic proHemsof
!,our libraryto consultwith.
ln lact, lour personalrepresentatiw ha a unrldude salf of librarbn+ hbliognptren and lingulsb
at his beckand call for domestk and fordgn
acquisitions
Phone or wrile nql and we'll giw pu complae
details.

lgttldftt
srE€HEErmAcmlu
$11{C.

Faxon,the world's only fully
automatedlibrary magazinesubscription agency, offers serials
control information in machine
readableformat. lf your library
has data processing support,
or it you plan to make use of
automation,Faxon will
supply this service
for your library.
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For more InformalloG *rite:

comPenlJne.
@r.u.rnron

15 Soulhwral Prrk; Wcrlrood, ilr$.02090
or call: (8O0)225-7894(toll-tr€e)
(617) 329-3350(collecl in Mass. end Canada only)

ATTENTIONCATALOGER!
We take this opportunity
to introduce you to
our new Enlarger III.
This remarkableunit
will enlarge your
desired N.U.C. entry to catalog card
sizein seconds.All
you have to do is
place the catalog
on the exposure
glass and push a
button! In 7 seconds
out comesa sharp, clear
enlargement for your
catalogcard production.You
may even want to place a completed card on the exposure glass
and enlarge that. Great for Computer
entry, Searchpurposes,Inventory or Instructional material.Imagineall of the possibilities!
we would really appreciateit if you drop us a line so that we
might send you solne sample copies and additional information
on the Enlarger III. The more catalogerswe talk to, the more
we can improve on our unit to be of better serviceto you.
Hope we seeyou at the ALA meetings!

vend -

y, inc.

. OAKPARK'ILLINOIS60302
405SOUTHtsOULEVARD

As yourbudget €ets ti€hter
you need the best advice you can find.
You just found it. Consumen Index and Mdia RevierrDigest
provide the advice you need, compiling evaluative information
on media software and eguipment of value to libraries, schools,
and constmers. Each is the most significant reference and
selection tool in i* field. Purchasingbased on advice from
these works could savemany times their modest cost.
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tauiawing aourcG.
' Both m alphabcticel Librrry
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dccimal srbi.ct.ppro.cft are provided for dl educrtional media.
' Annual cumuletiom are updatrd
by qurrterly rrpplements, all of
which include subiect indox6.
mRD f973t'1, 365 plur porbeo. MRD 19t4115,356 plur poctasp.
OTHER SUBSCRIPTIOTTI
PACKAGES AVAI LABLE:
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SeriafsRevierr and RelerenceSeryicesRwiew provide similar
advice on serialsand reference materials. 3&-day examination
privileps. Send for complete information.
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Better is Smaller...
when itcomesto book catalo$s
from
Xerox University Microfilms
Perhapsyou're already convinced that book catalogs are better than card catalogs.You
know thiy're cheaper, more serviceable,and more convenient to use. And they're the
only catalog you can take on the road.
Now, Xerox University Microfilms is making the better catalog even be_tter-by making it
smalierl The book citalog we recently produced for the Oregon State Library, for
example, incorporates an Jight.and-a-half-yearcumulation-over 55,000 titles-in just 8
volumes: 3 autfior volumes,? title volumes and 3 subject volumes. The library's original
book catalogcomprised25 subjectvolumesalone!
Think what this condensation can mean to you in terms of conventence,distribution of
copies,and spaceconservation in mobile units!
So, if you're already convinced that smallt
catalogs,give us a chanceto tell you how Be
price estimate, too, if you'll tell us the s
acquisitions rate, and the number of catalol
Mlsna, Manager,-Automated Bibliogaphic
North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan48106.

Mrs. Eloise Ebert of the Oregon State Library examines one of eight volumes-comprising more, than
5 5 , O 0 Ot i t l e s i n l i b r a r y h o l d i i g s . T h r e e a u t h o r v o l u m e s , t w o t i t l e v o l u m e s , a n d t h r e e s u b l e c t v o l u m e s
are included.
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YOUWttt HAVE-

"c0llHoEilcP'
In Our Grnplctc
PcriirdicolrScrvk+All Anrcriconond ForcignTitlcr
tmtti..t
d le€narr

CJpwithclass.
Mark, tlag, tag. Classily, identity. codify. Fantashc Plastiklips won t rust, mar, tear or scar
importantpapers So. Plaslitlipl Al line stores
acrossthe nation. Or order direcl, sample box
of 630, assorted sizes. colors, $5. Send chsk
wrth order Write fo( information about othel
srzes.colors
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EDUCATION
LIBRARY
IS EVERYBODY'S
BUSTNES
. .S.
We invite you to join in our exchange of ideas betweenlibrarY
educatorsand practicing librarians,trusteesand administrators.
Our concernsare your concerns!
Are you interestedin continuing
education,for example?Become
involvedin the

LIBRARY
EDUCATION

Drvrst0N

AmericanLibrary
Association
lll.
50E.Huron,Ghicago,
60611
(lf youve alreadyjoined ALA,you
can still add LED to your membershipfor an additional$15.)
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BOOKS FOR COLLEGE
LIBRARIES
Second Edition
The ncw edition of this essential publication for college libraries comprirs sir papcrbound volumes:
Volume I HUMANITIES
2 LANGUAGE
ANDLrrEnarunE
3 HrsroRY
4 socrer sctENcE
5 PsYc1|o|.ocY,scIENcE, ^ND
TECHNOLOGY

6 rNDEx
Th€ preparation of thc Sccond Edition, a
projcct of the Association of Collegc and Research Libraries, a division of ALA, was
funded by thc Council on Library Resources.
Thc nearly 40,fiD titlcs cclected arc considcred to be thc minimum essential for the
four-ycar undcrgraduate library' Subicct spccialists evaluated thc titleE in the earlier edition and titles publishcd bctwccn 1964 and
$65.00
1972.ISBN G.E3E9-017E-6
Order Dcpartment

AMERICAN LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION
50 East Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611

& DOMESTIC
FOREIGN
SERVICE
SUBSCRIPTION
TOALLTYPES& SIZES
OF LIBRARIES
FROM11REGIONAL
INTHEUS.A.
OFFICES
ANDCANADA
CO]UIPREHENSIVET{ESS
(numEBSCO servics per'todicals, newspapers, annuals, yearbooks, iilegular book/monographic series
b e r e d o r u n n u m b e r e d ) , a n d c o n t i n u a t i o n s . O u r c o m p u t e r i z e d p r i c e f i l e l i s t s o v e r l O O , 0 0 0t i t l e s . H o w e v e r ,
publisher
provide
name
and
adto
expect
customel
the
we gladly research any title ordered and do not
dress. our research cycle is thorough and provides a quick answer it we are unable to identify the pubyou
lisher. we service titles trom all nations of the world. The only titles we cannot (dormally) service for
are order-direct by the publisher's requirement. (However, if you are a librarian who desires to place l0O
per cent of all seriats with a single agency, we can handle even the order-direct publishers for you )

FLEXIBITITY
We believe what we do for you and how we do it should be determined by your needs. We have suggested
procedures and formats. Our order processing and records are computelized, and we are able to employ
our computer to service any spcial,requests you may have. In the event you have a request which a com'
puter, for some reason, cannot honor, we keep our typewriters handy and a perfect willingness to do whatever is necessary to suit your needs

SERVICE
PERSONALIZED
guarOur network of I I regional offices headed by General Managers with experience and authority to act
antees you responsiv-ness. Our l1 Managers have l5l years' experience among them in seruicing libra(ies
as
commits
the
Manager
who
with seiials subscriptions. Order control ig located at our regional office. The
Manager who controls. Each of our customers is assigned to one Customer Service representative,so
there is consistency in communications
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Access to theWorld
of Foundations
Newrevisededition
of the definitive
reference:

Completelistingsof 2533foundationswithassetsof $1,000,000
or moreor that awardgrantsof
or moreannually.Each
$500,000
listingincludes:
O Foundation
nameandaddress
O Dateandformof organization
O Namesof donors
O Statement
of purposeanddescriptionof activities,including
speciallimitations
O Namesof officersandtrustees
or directors
O Financialdatafor the yearof
record(1972or later)

Specialfeaturesof Edition5 includefour indices(fieldsof interest, state and city location,
p e r s o n n e l ,a n d f o u n d a t i o n
name),a guideto the services
andpublications
of TheFoundation Center,and usefulpointers
on howto applyfor grants.
540pages,15 tables,
8lzx11inches $30.00including
foursemiannual
Supplements
Distributed
by

oollrnBrA
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PBESS

Addres lor orderc:
136SouthBroadway,
lrvington,NewYork10533

THE AlJTHGIFIITY

When you need obiectiveinformationon
library equipment,furniture, and supplies,
thereis onfyone publishedauthorily-Library
TechnologyReports.
Library Technology Repons is a unique
bimonthlyconsumerpublicationof the American LibraryAssociation.LfR is designedto
provide critical, objective evaluationsof
products used in libraries, media centers,
and othereducationalinstitutions.

Testingand evaluationare conductedby
nationally recognized independenttesting
laboratoriesand consultants,among which
are R. A. MorganCompany(microformreaders); UnitedStatesTestingCompany(audiovisual equipment);William R. Hawken As'
sociates (microform reader/printers);and
Buyers LaboratoryInc. (photocopiers,type'
writers, steel library shelving, and library
furniture).

anda sampleissue,writeto:
inlormation
Foradditional
AMERICANLIBRARYASSOCIATION
LIBRARYTECHNOLOGYREPORTS,
50 EASTHURONSTREET,CHICAGO,ILLINOIS60611

